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About this scheme ...

This scheme for the teaching, learning and assessment of numeracy
through problem solving consists of a series of mo.dules which provide
effective support for teachers of mathematics who wish to introduce into
the curriculum a component which enables their students to link their
mathematics to the real world in which they live.

It has been developed with students of all abilities in the age range 13-16,
and their teachers.

Each module package provides comprehensive materials for both teaching
and assessment, related to a practical context which has proved interest-
ing and enjoyable to the students who have taken part in its development.
It is accessible to those who normally find mathematics difficult, while at
the same time it provides a challenge for the most able.

A Scheme of Assessment based on these modules is offered by the Joint
Matriculation Board. It includes both coursework and examination com-
ponents of the kind illustrated in this book. Successful candidates receive
a Statement of Achievement on each module at Basic, Standard or
Extension level and, subject to certain conditions, the JMB Certificate of
Numeracy through Problem Solving.

The Scheme relates to the GCSE National Criteria in Mathematics.
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Numeracy through problem solving

Plan a Trip is one of a series of modules that have been
designed to encourage a new approach to the teaching
and learning of numeracy, understood in the original
broad sense(1,2)as

the ability to deploy mathematical and other skills in tack-
ling problems of concern or situations of interest in every-
day life.

There is now a general acceptance that people need to
learn to use the knowledge and skills they acquire at
school, and that this requires a shift in the balance of
the curriculum to include more real problem solving.
This is particularly important for the mathematics cur-
riculum, because the power of mathematics in helping
people tackle real problems more effectively, is not
often realised.

The Cockcroft Report says

'Most important of all is the need to have sufficient con-
fidence to make effective use of whatever mathematical
skill and understanding is possessed, whether this be little
or much.' (paragraph 34)

and

'Our concern is that those who set out to make their pupils
'numerate' should pay attention to the wider aspects of
numeracy and not be content merely to develop the skills of
computation.' (paragraph 39)

TVEI and other recent curricular initiatives have similar
aims, emphasising that curricula should contain a strong
.element concerned with the tackling of practical prob-
lems relevant to everyday life and work. The assess-
ment criteria for the GCSE emphasise these aspects
too. Employers say that they are primarily interested in
people who can use their knowledge sensibly and
effectively.

A curriculum component of this kind places new
demands on teachers; it needs a broader range of
teaching strategies than does the traditional mathe-
matics curriculum, with some new roles for both teachers

.and students. The scheme has been developed to
provide an introduction to such work in the classroom
that is both effective and enjoyable for those involved.

1 15-18 A report of the Central Advisory Council for Education
(England). HMSO, 1959.

2 Mathematics counts. Report of the Committee of Enquiry into the
Teaching of Mathematics in Schools under the chairmanship of
Dr W H Cockcroft, HMSO, 1982.

What are the skills?

The modules are based on practical contexts which
have been chosen to allow students of all abilities to
develop general problem solving (or strategic) skills in
areas of activity such as designing and making, plan-
ning and organising, and choosing.

These strategic skills include:

• understanding general ideas and details
• following instructions precisely
• distinguishing between essential constraints and

desirable features

• identifying faults
• correcting faults
• generating and listing possibilities (brain-

storming)

• developing a rough plan, including: reviewing the
prepared suggestions; reaching and recording
agreed decisions; maintaining a broad level of
description, avoiding excessive detail; identifying
needed information and materials; making esti-
mates of quantity and cost; describing, testing
and evaluating the plan

• making the final plan, product and/or detailed
instructions with comprehensiveness, accuracy,
clarity and quality

• implementing the activity with full preparation
• testing and evaluating the plan or product com-

prehensively.

Various tactical skills, more specific to each context,
are involved in implementing these strategies; for
example, different ways of collecting and recording
information are appropriate if you are considering
alternative products to buy, or alternative routes to
follow .

Technical skills are, of course, required to carry through
the solution of problems using the higher level skills
described above. Technique is only useful for these
purposes in so far as it is reliable. This implies much
higher standards in this respect than are expected in
the traditional curriculum, with a greater emphasis on
thorough understanding and checking of whatever
techniques are used.
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NUMERACY THROUGH PROBLEM SOLVING

Among the mathematical techniques and concepts, of
importance in this scheme, are:

• the ability to
• carry through simple calculations with suitable

accuracy, using a calculator where appropriate

• make estimates
• make measurements (including number, length

and time)

• draw accurately
• interpret and display data in a variety of repre-

sentations (including graphs, maps, timetables
and other tables).

• understanding and using some techniques of
• probability and statistics
• ratio and proportion
• geometry in two and three dimensions.

• logical reasoning, including the ability to enumerate
alternative possibilities and classify them in various
ways.

• research skills, including the collection and evalua-
tion of relevant data.

The relevant mathematical skills are discussed in more
detail in each module package. There is also opportunity
for the use of other parts of the mathematics curriculum
which a student has mastered.

In addition skills from other curriculum areas, such as
language and arts, are inevitably called upon, as these
are necessary for the presentation of the reasoned
arguments which are essential for real problem solving.
Since group work is involved, social skills also play their
part. Thus, though numeracy is focussed on the
deployment of mathematical skills and reasoning in real
problem solving, it has a broad cross-curricular aspect.

What is provided?
The scheme is implemented in a modular form, each
module being designed to occupy between 10 and 20
hours of teaching time spread over 3 to 6 weeks. Five
modules will be available in the first instance. A feature
of each module is the importance attached to students
working in groups, explaining their ideas and listening
to each other, making their own decisions and living
with the consequences, reflecting on their experience
and learning from it, just as they do in life outside the
classroom. While working through the modules, stu-
dents themselves become responsible for setting and
tackling their own problems, rather than simply res-
ponding to tasks set by the teacher. Modules are not
necessarily staged nor are they dependent upon each
other but the sequence which follows is recommended
as providing an appropriate progression and a balance
of different kinds of context.
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The modules in the series are:

• Design a Board Game: in which students design and
produce a board game which can be played and
evaluated by other members of the class.

• Produce a Quiz Show: in which students devise,
schedule, run and evaluate their own classroom
quiz.

• Plan a Trip: in which students plan and undertake
one or more class trips, and possibly some small
group trips.

• Be a Paper Engineer: in which students design,
make and evaluate 3-dimensional paper products,
such as pop-up cards, envelopes and gift boxes.

• Be a Shrewd Chooser: in which students research
and provide expert consumer advice for clients in
their class.

Many contexts were considered and tried in the early
stages of development, to see which led to the best
balance of classroom activities and learned skills.
Those that were chosen all have a practical outcome,
interesting and relevant to the students' present cir-
cumstances. This corresponds with our observation
that people best develop the strategic skills of numer-
acy in the course of solving problems which they see as
realistic, stimulating and within their capabilities. The
themes selected were found to have general appeal
and to require the use of a wide range of skills, whilst
not making unreasonable demands on classroom or
school organisation.

Discussion with students and observation in the class-
room support the expectation that students' problem-
solving abilities improve as they work through the
series of modules and that skills acquired in one area
are subsequently applied in others. Students them-
selves maintain that they will be able to apply these
strategic skills with advantage in tackling further prob-
lems as they arise in their lives outside the classroom.
Groups of students also suggested many other inter-
esting and worthwhile themes, each of which could
form the basis for a further module. These include:
planning and running a jumble sale; raising money for
charity by sponsored events; planning and running a
magazine; setting up a small business; planning a
party; designing a bedroom; planning a youth group
weekend; making a garden; orienteering; designing
and marketing T-shirts.

The scheme provides classroom materials and assess-
ment tasks, together with further support materials to
help teachers explore in greater depth the issues and
teaching strategies involved. Suggestions for further
mathematical development are also included.



Classroom materials, including detailed teaching
suggestions, have been developed to offer a proven
approach that has worked well for a representative
group of teachers, new to this kind of work, without
imposing on them excessive demands of design or
implementation. We recognise that, of course, each
teacher works in his or her own way in the classroom
but most have been found to appreciate detailed,
explicit suggestions which they can use, and adapt, in
the knowledge that they have worked well for others.
Such materials are provided in each module package.

Assessment tasks play an important role in the curri-
culum, providing targets that help students and
teachers recognise objectives more clearly and
help them to progress towards them. (The effect of
assessment on the curriculum has often been to narrow
and distort its aims but, equally, assessment can be
used to enhance what is achieved.) In a new curriculum
component like this one, assessment is particularly
important. Thus assessment tasks are provided
throughout these materials. They relate closely to the
Scheme of Assessment for the Certificate of Numeracy
through Problem Solving offered by the Joint Matricu-
lation Board, but may be used more widely.

The suggestions for further mathematical development
provide a variety of ideas, together with discussion on

NUMERACY THROUGH PROBLEM SOLVING

how and when they might be introduced and linked to
the more traditional teaching of mathematical tech-
niques.

Support materials are designed to help teachers with
the new aspects of classroom activity and teaching
style that this work involves. The materials relate to the
three principal differences between this work and the
traditional mathematics curriculum -the broader range
of skills involved, the practical priorities of numeracy,
and the much greater responsibility of the students for
their own work. In the traditional curriculum students
are largely imitative, here they are autonomous in
deciding on and carrying through their approach to the
task. The primary support is provided by the teaching
suggestions in the classroom materials and elsewhere
in each Teacher's Guide. The support materials, which
form a separate package, take this further, sharpening
awareness and tackling more fully and deeply the
teaching and assessment issues and skills involved.
They may be regarded as a do-it-yourself in-service
course, designed to be used either on a distance-
learning basis by teachers in a school or within LEA or
college courses. This material, which is linked partic-
ularly to the 'Be a Paper Engineer' module, includes a
video of the modules in use, together with comments
from teachers and students on the work, its challenges
and its benefits.

7
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Introduction to Plan a Trip

Most school trips are organised and run by teachers,
and the educational objectives are met by activities
which take place at the destination. The students there-
fore learn little about the processes that go into the
original planning. In this module, however, the students
take on the responsibility for planning, organising and
going on a trip during school time. The destination is
largely irrelevant, as the main objective is to increase
the students' ability to make, implement and learn from
their own decisions and thus feel more confident when
moving beyond the immediate surroundings of their
own homes, school or town centre. The planning skills
developed may also be utilised within other contexts.

The planning process is arranged in four stages.

1. Looking at trips. In a card game simulation,
groups undertake and record imaginary trips, encounter
problems and errors of judgement, then seek to correct
them by better planning. (This involves the strategic
skill of 'evaluating a plan and identifying faults in it'.)

2. Making rough plans. Groups share ideas of
possible places to go and produce a leaflet explaining
these ideas. The class then work together to reach a
decision on the best destination and look at possible
means of transport. (This involves 'generating lists of
alternatives', 'devising a satisfactory rough plan', and
'using and describing a decision making process'.)

3. Making detailed plans. The class lists, and
then shares out and undertakes the preparatory tasks
that need to be done before the trip can take place.
(This involves 'obtaining and interpreting information
from a variety of sources', 'identifying omissions in
given information', 'placing given jobs in a logical order',
'completing a clear and comprehensive final plan' and
'taking an active part in the planning process'.)

4. Going on your trip and evaluating it. The
trip now takes place and, afterwards, the students
reflect on what happened. (This involves 'evaluating a
plan which has been implemented'.)

Chapter 1 provides classroom materials and teaching
suggestions for the sequence of activities.

The range of mathematical techniques required, and
the tactical skills needed for their deployment, will
depend on the level of ambition in the choice of desti-
nation and mode of transport. The range is likely to
include

• carrying out simple calculations with money and
time

• sequencing preparatory tasks
• selecting and interpreting information presented in

various ways (for example, maps, timetables, two-
way tables, directories, brochures)

• obtaining information, including the use of letters
and the telephone

• drawing up timetables for the trips
• reaching agreement via some kind of voting system.

These aspects are discussed further in Chapter 2, while
Chapter 3 is concerned with assessment.
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I Classroom materials

Introduction

This chapter provides a detailed guide to the classroom
materials. The suggestions are offered in the recognition
that every teacher has an individual style in which he or
she prefers to work. Many teachers, however, have
found it helpful to be given detailed suggestions which
they can then adapt to meet their own needs. This has
also enabled us to offer an approach which we have
seen working well in a representative range of class-
rooms.

The classroom materials are centred on the Student's
Booklet which is important for the following reasons.

• It provides students with a coherent structure for
their work. At any point, it should help students to
have an overview of what they have achieved and
where they are going.

• Students who are inexperienced in planning often
latch on to safe, familiar ideas without carefully
considering a range of alternatives. The booklet will
help to slow down and stimulate the more impatient
or less imaginative students by, for example, asking
them to list and discuss a range of destinations and
methods of transport before they embark on one
particular plan.

Much of the work involves students working collabora-
tively. It is often difficult to assess an individual's con-
tribution to the work of a group, so we have also
included a number of short assessment tasks, asso-
ciated with each stage, which provide evidence of what
a particular student can do on his or her own. You will
find more detailed suggestions on how to use these
tasks in Chapter 3.

Real problem solving in the classroom demands a
different balance of teaching styles and strategies from
that in the traditional mathematics curriculum. The
emphasis on student-led decision-making will be un-
familiar to some teachers. For this reason, we offer the
following suggestions which have been found helpful.

Your role will involve rather less task setting and ex-
plaining than you may be used to. Instead, you will be
acting more as an adviser and resource, responding to
students rather than directing them. It is helpful if you
can

• listen to students and ask questions which may help
them to clarify their own thinking and move beyond
superficial discussions

• encourage students to listen to one another, making
sure that the less forceful or less articulate are given
the chance to express their views

• help students to pace their work by agreeing target
dates by which phases of their work should be
completed

• avoid 'taking over' by suggesting your own ideas
and making decisions for students. Try to make
students feel that it is their trip by allowing them to
take on as much responsibility as possible.

These suggestions are amplified in the Checklist which
may be found on the final page of this book.

11



CLASSROOM MATERIALS

I Stage 1 Looking at trips

In this stage, you will be working in groups of 2 or 3.
To begin with, you will play

This game Involves going on an imaginary trip, making deCISions and
learning from what happens.

Then, you will be asked to think about

These two activities should give you some ideas about what needs to
be done and what mistakes must be avoided when planning your own
class tnp.

I Stage 2 Making rough plans

Your group will now try to make a rough plan for a trip which the whole
class would like to go on.

This will involve.

• brainstorming

• choosing the best ideas from your group

• producing an 'Ideas' leaflet

• presenting your ideas to the rest of the class

• deciding upon the best place to go.

Before you start, your teacher Will tell you when you can go and how
long your tnp can take.

12

Summary of activities

Time needed

About 2 hours.

Students' activities

• Playing 'The Matlock Bath Game'. This game simu-
lates a whole trip in an interactive way. Students
have to make decisions and experience the conse-
quences. They are also given the opportunity to set
their own challenges and become familiar with real
timetables and information leaflets. These are group
activities.

• Writing about trips they have been on and consider-
ing good and bad aspects. This could be an individual
activity, possibly for homework, or form the basis for
a group discussion.

The teacherts role

• Helping students to understand the game and to
record what happens.

• Encouraging groups to discuss the alternatives pre-
sented on each card before making decisions.

Time needed

About 2 hours.

Students' activities

• Brainstorming ideas about possible places to go,
activities to do and methods of transport. Mainly an
individual activity.

• Choosing the best ideas in discussion with the
group.

• Producing leaflets which will communicate these
ideas to the rest of the class. An individual activity.

• Deciding where to go. A class activity.

The teacher's role

• Making any external constraints clear to students.
(For example, the date and duration of the trip.)

• Encouraging groups to be imaginative, but realistic,
in their discussions.

• Ensuring that students take each others' views into
account, especially when choosing a destination for
the trip.
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I Stage 3 Making detailed plans

By now you should know where you're gOing'
In this stage you will be Involved in .

• deciding what Jobs need to be done

• sharing out the Jobs and doing them

• reporting back and agreeing on details

• making sure that everything IS ready

• completing the 'Final plan' sheet.

Stage 4 Going on your trip
'and evaluating it

Now that all the plans have been made,
can go on your trip.

. . and compare what you
thought would happen with
what actually happens.

You may like to keep a
record of your trip by
taking some photographs.

15
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Time needed

This will depend on the complexity of the trip and the
size of the class. It may be preferable to spread the
work over 2 or 3 weeks (interspersing it with normal
class work) as there may be delays in obtaining infor-
mation.

Students' activities

• Deciding what jobs need to be done. A group activity
followed by a class activity.

• Sharing out jobs, doing them, and reporting back on
the progress that has been made. Class discussions,
interspersed with group activities.

• Making sure that everything is ready, and completing
the final plan. A class discussion followed by an
individual activity.

The teacher's role

• Helping the students to produce a complete list of
jobs.

• Checking that groups are completing their jobs satis-
factorily.

• Helping the student who is responsible for co-
ordinating the work of the class.

Time needed

In addition to the trip itself, up to 1 hour will be needed
for evaluation.

Students' activities

• Going on the trip.

• Thinking about the trip and comparing what actually
happened with the plan. A group activity.

• Evaluating the trip and, in particular, identifying gaps
in the planning. An individual activity.

The teacher's role

• Accompanying students on the trip .

• Encouraging students to criticise in a constructive
manner.

13



CLASSROOM MATERIALS

Preparation

It is perhaps worth emphasising that a 'trip' does not have to mean a day-long
coach outing to some far-flung destination. Indeed, an over-ambitious trip
may force you to take over too much of the planning, and thus undermine the
educational value of the module. A short afternoon visit to a local place of
interest using public transport, for example, may provide a more accessible
challenge and offer greater opportunities for students to work autonomously.
We therefore recommend that, especially for the less confident, you set
constraints which encourage students to explore possibilities locally.

Organising a trip out of school raises issues of legal responsibility. Although
the students should always feel that it is their trip, legally you (and any
accompanying colleagues) will be held responsible. You will therefore have to
ensure that school and LEA (where appropriate) policies and procedures are
followed correctly. Perhaps if the students were also made aware of these,
they might be able to take them into account when suggesting possible plans.

The following checklist suggests some of the things that need to be done
before work begins on the module.

• Choose one or two possible 'trip' days. These should fall at least 4 weeks
after the beginning of the work.

• Check for possible school calendar conflicts. (This avoids the disappoint-
ment of postponing a trip because of, say, a school careers visit.)

• Familiarise yourself with the LEA and school policies on school trips.
(These include matters such as advance notice, insurance, staff-student
ratios, gender of staff.)

• See and obtain the support of key people (including other staff and the
headteacher) .

• Check that supply cover is available for the lessons you will miss.

• Find out if there is any money available or if the trip has to be totally self-
financing.

• Make a list of the constraints that will be imposed. (For example; 'We must
go on Wednesday afternoon ... , the venture must be self-financing ... ,
sorry, I'm just not prepared to go windsurfing!'.)

14



Equipment needed

PREPARATION

When needed Item Quantity Source

Throughout the Student's Booklets 1 for each student supplied
module

Envelopes or folders in which to 1 for each student
keep work

Rough paper a plentiful supply

Stage 1 'The Matlock Bath Game' 8 sets for a class of 25 supplied

Matlock Bath 1 set for the class supplied in
tourist information polythene bag

Nottingham street map 1 for each student master
supplied

Local bus and train timetables At least 1 set per class
(optional for this stage)

'Record' sheets 3 or 4 for each student master
(one may be used for the supplied
assessment task)

'Trips I remember' sheets 1 for each student master

I
supplied

Stage 2 'Brainstorming' sheet 1 for each student master
supplied

'Ideas leaflets' 1 for each student masters
supplied

Assessment task 1 for each student master
(if required) supplied

Stage 3 'Jobs list' sheets 1 for each student master
supplied

'Job cards' 1 set for the class masters
supplied

'Job done' sheets 1 for each job masters
(Approx 20 altogether) supplied

'Final plan' sheets 1 for each student masters
supplied

Local travel and tourist information 1 set per class
(see below*)

Stationery and other resources for 1 set per class
organising the jobs
(see belowt)

15



CLASSROOM MATERIALS

When needed Item Quantity Source

Stage 3 (contd) Assessment task booklet 1 for each student masters
(if required) supplied

Assessment resources:
Pre-recorded tape 1 per class supplied
Cassette recorder 1 per class
National Express coach service At least 1 per class supplied in
leaflet polythene bag
Nottingham bus route map At least 1 per class supplied in

polythene bag
Local telephone directory At least 1 per class
Local 'Yellow Pages' At least 1 per class
Set of 8 leisure centre job cards At least 1 copy master

supplied

Stage 4 'Evaluating your own trip' sheets 1 for each student masters
supplied

* In Stage 3, students will be involved in finding travel and tourist information. In orderto speed up this process, it is
helpful to maintain a file of up-to-date information which may be added to by both you and your students, and
which is available for them to use on request. It could, for example, include a selection of bus route maps and
timetables, train timetables, local street maps, Ordnance Survey maps of the region, and tourist information
leaflets on local places of interest. In addition, students may need access to a telephone.

t The following items of stationery will be needed to help with the organisation of the jobs.

A supply of rough paper
2 small boxes labelled 'Finished jobs' and 'Unfinished jobs' (for storing the 'Job cards' and the 'Job done'
sheets)
A supply of paperclips
A large sheet of paper (to make a 'Jobs schedule' poster)
A marker pen
A supply of drawing pins or 'Blu-Tack'

16



Stage 1 Looking at trips

Plan a trip
This booklet will help you to plan a trip which your class will go on.
There are four stages involved.

Introduction

This stage begins with a simulation game based on a variety of alternative
trips from Nottingham to Matlock Bath in Derbyshire. This is designed to
make students aware of the sorts of problems they may face when they are
responsible for planning their own trip. As students play the game, they have
to make decisions and experience the consequences of them, while carefully
recording their expenditure of time and money. They are also invited either to
play the game again, using the cards to make the game work out in a certain
way (for example, finding the cheapest possible trip), or to use just timetables
and information sheets to plan their own trip to Matlock Bath, starting
perhaps from their own school. Finally, students are asked to discuss and
write about trips they have experienced at first hand to see what may be
learned from them.

Total time needed

About 2 hours.

Organisation and equipment required

The students will need to work in groups of 2 or 3 to play 'The Matlock Bath
Game'. At one side of the classroom, the information leaflets from the
polythene bag and copies of the 'Matlock Bath' map should be displayed and
labelled lIJ. This represents the 'Tourist information office' referred to in the
game.

Each group of students will need one set of cards.

Each individual student will need

• a Student's Booklet
• one' Record' sheet
• one 'Trips I remember' sheet
• an envelope or folder in which to keep his or her

work.

Some students may also ask for

• copies of the Nottingham street map
• local bus and train timetables (for the problem on

page 7).

Related assessment criterion

This stage offers students the opportunity to show that
they can

(i) evaluate a plan and identify faults in it, (including
expenditure of money and time).

Stage 1
Looking at trips
pages 2-8

Stage 3
Making detailed plans
pages 15-22

Stage 2
Making rough plans
pages 9-14

Stage 4
Going on your trip
and evaluating it
pages 23-24
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

I Stage 1 Looking at trips

In this stage, you will be working in groups of 2 or 3.
To begin with, you will plav

This game Involves gOing on an Imaginary trip, making deCISions and
learning from what happens.

Then, you will be asked to think about

These two activities should give you some Ideas about what needs to
be done and what mistakes must be avoided when planning your own
class tnp.

STAGE 1

The Matlock Bath game

Imagine that you live In Nottingham.
Your class IS going on a tnp to Matlock Bath, a small town In
Derbyshire.

You have to organise the tnp.

Your group will need

• a pack of 'The Matlock Bath game' cards (numbered from
1-128)

• a 'Record' sheet for each person.

18

Purpose

To introduce the module, to explain the purpose of
Stage 1, and to give students some experience of the
decisions that must be made and the consequences of
making errors in the planning process.

Presentation

A class introduction, followed by group work and con-
cluded with a reflective discussion.

Suggestions and comments

Issue the 'Plan a Trip' Students' Booklets and refer the
class to the first page. Briefly explain that during the
next few weeks the class will be planning and going on
its own trip. Students may find it hard to appreciate that
they are actually going to take on this responsibility.
(Sometimes this is only fully understood when a problem
occurs during the trip itself, and a student turns to you
for help. 'Which way do we go now, Miss?' 'I don't
know, you have to make the decisions!'.) Begin there-
fore by emphasising that it will be their trip, not yours.
The constraints on the trip (for example, the date and
duration) should be made clear right from the start so
that students are encouraged to be realistic in their
ambitions. They may, therefore, need to consider trips
that are more localised and less expensive than those
which may have been organised for them in the past.

Issue each group of students with a pack of Matlock
Bath cards and some 'Record' sheets. Make sure that
everyone understands the purpose of the game. The
'Record' sheets are included so that each group can
keep track of the money and time spent on the imaginary
trip.



STAGE 1 LOOKING AT TRIPS

STAGE 1

IT] Read through the instructions for playing the game.
Check that everyone understands how to use the
'Record' sheet. You could start all the students off
together by asking them to write '1' on the 'Record'
sheet, then read card 1 and discuss the options
given on the back. Students should then be able to
continue the game in their groups, following the
instructions on the cards.

~ Some students become so involved in playing the
game, that they forget to keep their 'Record' sheets
up to date or their used cards displayed separately
from the rest of the pack. Remind them of these
points so that they will be able to review the 'trip'
when it has ended, using side 2 of the 'Record'
sheet.

On the following pages, we have provided a net-
work which displays every possible route through
the cards. This can be used to check that card
sequences are correct so that help may be given if a
group gets into difficulty.

@] When two groups have completed their trips they
should be brought together for discussion. In parti-
cular, they should compare their 'Record' sheets
and try to identify any particularly good or bad
decisions that were made.

IT]The cards describe what is happening on the trip, but there are nJany
points in the game when you have to decide what to do.

How to play

• Find card 1 in your pack, and note down '1' on side 1 of your
'Record' sheet.

• Read the front of the card, then turn it over, and make your first
decision, (You will tell people what to bring.)

• Depending on your answer, take card 2, 3 or 4.
Note down the number on your 'Record' sheet.

• Now read this new card ... and so on.

~ of each :rd asks l
you what to do next

I

As you play the game.

• Lay the cards you have used face upwards on the table
• Fill in side 1 of your 'Record' sheet.

(~~~.
// ··wf/iit/??~;·.~"S~

When you have finished plaYing.

• Fill in side 2 of your 'Record' sheet.
Your row of cards will tell the story of the trip.

• Compare your trip with one from another group.
Which would you prefer to go on? Why?

STAGE 1

-,10
5

~\ruSilfd"\P

020

Boa.it(lq

}.-,.;f:.-;,{Jf-'h1f'l'}S fooo

b gC
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The Matlock Bath Game
The three networks below illustrate all the routes
through 'The Matlock Bath Game'. In general, routes
lead from lower to higher numbers, with routes arriving
at circles on the left and leaving on the right. All the data
used were correct for the summer of 1987.

Although every effort has been made to ensure that all
the complete routes are internally consistent, there are
inevitably some which are less so than others. Your
students will be keen to point these out to you. You or
your students may wish to revise, improve or extend
the game using the data in the pack.

You may like to try creating a similar game using tourist
information relevant to your own locality, in which case
the following suggestions may be of help .

• Select a single destination which has a variety of
alternative activities .

• Ensure that you can travel to and from this destination
using a variety of alternative routes, and that the
fares are comparable.

But be warned, the time involved in constructing such a
game is considerable!

Outward journey

early bus

cheapo coach

Robinson coach

20

23

check return times

Arrive at
Matlock

Bath



At Matlock Bath

Return journey

plan in Tourist Office snack

STAGE 1 LOOKING AT TRIPS

leave
Matlock

Bath

leave
Matlock

Bath

1551
early train arrive 5.00 pm

Nottingham

arrive 4.45 pm

18 11 very late train

v.late
train

arrive
at

school
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STAGE 1

Either try a challenge from page 6 or try the harder problem on
page 7.

Put the cards back in order.
Choose one of the challenges below.
Use the cards to help you tackle your challenge.
Note down what happens on a fresh 'Record' sheet.

STAGE 1

A harder problem.

Try planning a different trip to Matlock Bath without using the
cards.

You could plan the trip starting from Greenwood Dale School or
from your own school.

The information you need may be found on the desk labelled i

IIJ

Plan it out on rough paper first - then write it out using a table like
the one below:

W/>,akWi-wil1
spe.n.d

I

:/-~~~ ~~~~~~
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The challenges on page 6 encourage the students to
think more carefully about the planning decisions that
they make in the game. If two groups take on the same
challenge they could compare their results. Encourage
students to set and try to solve their own problems
using the cards.

The problem on page 7 is more difficult as it involves
using timetables and information leaflets without the
support of the cards. Groups that do this should keep in
mind the trips they simulated with the cards so as to
remember the necessary steps in planning.

Planning a trip from the students' own school to Matlock
Bath is an interesting exercise, wherever the school is
situated. It makes the task more real to them. If the
school is far away, it is interesting to find the best route
by train and whether or not it is possible to get there and
back in a single day. From some places it may be
necessary to book overnight accommodation!



STAGE 1

Trips you have been on

Think of other trips you have been on - from school, with your youth
group, with your family.

In your group, discuss trips you remember.
What was good about them? What wasn't so good?

Now fill in a copy of the 'Trips I remember' sheet.

STAGE 1 LOOKING AT TRIPS

The final activity in this stage offers students the oppor-
tunity to think reflectively about other trips they have
been on. The activity could begin with a short class
discussion. Students should be encouraged to notice
which problems were caused because of bad planning
and which were unfortunate occurrences that could not
have been anticipated (for example, a puncture). It may
also be worth asking students to recall how such
problems were overcome.

Each student should fill in a 'Trips I remember' sheet,
recalling his or her experiences.

23
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Assessment task for Stage 1
The 'Record' sheet
The assessment task which relates to the Stage 1 assessment criterion is
described below. This task may be helpful when deciding whether or not a
student can

(i) evaluate a plan and identify faults in it (including expenditure of money and
time).

Chapter 3 contains a more detailed discussion of assessment issues, including
suggestions for marking and record keeping.

This task requires each student to work on one of three alternative routes
through the Matlock Bath cards, completing a 'Record' sheet during the
process. Select from the Matlock Bath packs, sufficient sets of the following
cards, so that each student undertaking the assessment has a set.

The three sets are

SetA 2,6,15,17,19,27,44,51,54,56,60,62,63,80,93,95.

Set8 3,5,9,10,44,51,52,53,58,60,62,78,84,108,110.

SetC 4,6,11, 13, 14,24,26,31,32,41,44,45,46,47,50,69,71,72,73,75,
79, 86, 89, 91.

Issue each student with a 'Record' sheet and arrange the students so that
neighbouring students have different card sets.

Each student should fill in a 'Record' sheet while working through one of the
three sets.

Card number 44 is common to all 3 sets, and as there will be insufficient
copies, you could either summarise the contents of this card on the black-
board or photocopy enough copies for everyone. Cards 6, 51, 60 and 62
occur in 2 of the 3 sets, so you may need a few extra copies of these, too.

You will need to issue the following additional information to clarify the
decisions to be made on some cards, as follows

Set C 26 - have snack costing 60p
32 - have snack costing 60p
47 - it takes 20 minutes to go to the Tourist Information Office
71 - you spend 60p at the Woodlanders and you reach the bottom of

the cableway at 3.40 pm.

The three sets are broadly comparable, though set C is probably the hardest
to work through.
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STAGE 1 LOOKING AT TRIPS

Solutions to the assessment tasks for Stage 1
Illustrated below is a typical solution to each of the three tasks. The correct
completion of side 1 is likely to show little variation from the examples
given here, but the comments on side 2 will depend to an extent on the
student's own view of what constitutes a good or bad point.

Some students may add extra time allowances for walking from one activity to
the next at Matlock Bath and so produce slightly different time schedules
from those shown here.

SetA

STAGE 1

Record sheet (side 1) Name __

Cards used (In order)
2,6, /5, /74J9_,27 44, 51, 5~Q_6-+ __
60, 62, 63, 80, Ci3, CiS _

Where the money goes

Use this table to keep track of how much money you have left dUring
your trip.

How we travel to Matlock Bath ... ecoach /traln

How much money each person starts with. 5 00

The time when we arrive.

The time(s) when we can leave ..

How we spend our time at Matlock Bath

------

What money is ~ I

_ ~!"'t ()~ _ How rlluCh iS~~t~h~t IS left to spend

BUh ~ __ ~_ _i'?.e__ .; i 4 ~.s

~;~~P"': l~~ + ~~=I ; ; .;~
-W-hat we do at ----l- How IO~-git t~k~~ What the time IS I -7 I I 00 / 5

Matlo(;,k E3ath I -- ~fter we'vEl dOr1EJ.lt I OJ"CodR. i' . f'

=<k uJ~rtf'I.:i hau.- r- '0 5 e~ I B~~ -_ T., -_ __ /5£'__._--_-t-
eh..uki.r<g ;: --4 hou.K. / 20 .., I

1~-t--~h~,I- I F.-f----r-
I

I~ L I IO~! ~t~;=jF~--i~-- .
___~ Total amount spent I £ 5· 00 :

Ml

Record sheet (side 2)

txuc, fo fmun..

on b fo 'yVJcd:-&J< 8at:h
on. ~ Gct..f

~~
~~
O"h- &u:, ~ fa N~ho.-rt

at ~~cm~R..ow

~

What we were doing

9·00

10·00

11·00

12·00

1·00

2·00

3·00

4·00

5·00

6·00

7·00

8·00

9·00

10·00

11·00

12·00

Time

-----------1
Good points about the trip

Bad points or things that went wrong on the trip

dM;LnA rcJ...e. ~h.. ~
~ aLtAr H~h1h of ~ f~
/:>f:>en.J: f-o::, ~ on.. flu 0r..u:, /a-re

du:£n}- pLcuL w-ha,t fa do

I Wh~~' you have fm~hed PI~Ying the card game, fill in this side of the record sheet. I
- ._---------- --------- -- -- ----- ~

We left Greenwood Dale at /9_· 45 ~
We spent 3 hours at Matlock Bath.

We got back at O· :J.Q-f''''l.
We took £ 5 with us and spent £ __ 5__ .
So we returned home with £ __ Q_._

M2
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Set B
STAGE 1

Record sheet (side 1) Name _

Cards used (in order)
3 ,5, q, 10 44 ( 5/ , 52, 53 53 60, 62-,

~ 84-, 108, 110

Where the money goes

Use this table to keep track of how much money you have left during
your trip.

How much money each person starts with ... [£-/0-" -- -]
How we travel to Matlock Bath ... bus@train

The time when we arrive.

£4·80

[2'50
£ 1·95

75
£4'80 -r-

---- _.- ---

- .._- --

£ /0 00

How much is spentWhat money is
sent on

Total amount spent

3.00 M

3.20
4.2-D M

5. /5 pl'n

5·25 M

6 00

2. ~PW1

5. 30 pm

What the time is
after we've done it

!Iur
2D JIYI.<A'V>

/ h.otu-

55~
IO~
35~

How long it takes

The time(s) when we can leave ...

How we spend our time at Matlock Bath

What we do at
Matlock Bath

CaJk ceu-raH~

~

~

~ euuL u:wenk.

uxJk' .
~~~-

1

'--- .. --"~

----- .-

M1

Record sheet (side 2)

a1~
cJ~
3~ C5h. +h.e. ~
on- ~ cm:uA

an. th..e- ~
9~ off eo.Ue- ca.rs
9~~~~
~~
3et 0"7'L con-cJ,.

~~~
~~~
awiue hom.e.-

g·OO

10·00

11·00

12·00

1·00

2·00

3·00

4·00

5·00

6·00

7·00

8·00

g·OO

10·00

11·00 -

12·00

Time ~hat we were doin~ __
I

----- .---------------------1

baoL ~ kepf ~ churn-

I»£- eUeLrJ; p~ prv~
we ~0hJ: fco ~ O'YL ~5

~ ~~ ~ we 80-1: ~
Too ~h ~ ~ent ~

Good points about the trip

Bad points or things that went wrong on the trip

-_ .. _-------- .. ~--~._-]
When you have finished playing the card game, fill In this~~f the record~eet.

We left Greenwood Dale at _J 2 ..00 .
We spent_3 ~ hours at Matlock Bath.

We got back at 9_2.Q_F~.
We took £: _ 10 __ with us and spent £: .....JQ
So we returned home with £: 0 _

M2
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STAGE 1 LOOKING AT TRIPS

Set C
STAGE 1

Record sheet (side 1) Name ~

Cards used (in order)
_Lt_)nf:L~_UJ_/3;_I'-f-/.- 24-/ 26, 3/, 32) 4/,
~ 45, 46, 4-7,50, 6Q, 7/, 72 73, 7:5,
]'11 B6L 8qJqlf-----.~~~~~~~_

How we travel to Matlock Bath ... bus/coach8

Where the money goes

Use this table to keep track of how much money you have left during
your trip.

How much money each person starts with ... 1 £ 7· 0 0

What money is
sent on

How much is spent What is left to spend

--J--£ 6 /0 I

How we spend our time at Matlock Bath

The time when we arrive.

The time(s) when we can leave.

2·40pml
1551 17/4- I

What the time is
after we've done it

3.00 W1

3./5

3.40 YY\

350

3.5/ Y!'"\.

Total amount spent

15p

SOp

60
[/ 65

60
[1'75

60
JO

/5

6 85
b 35

5 ·75
4 -10

350
~--_._~-----

/ 75
/ /5

I 05

0·90

M1

Record sheet (side 2)

What we were doing

~~
arnue a1 Per0:J ~
an.[)~~
p to t~ u,fm--Y>L.a..~ o~

011- +~ back

g·OO

10·00

11·00

12·00

1·00

2·00

3·00

4·00

Time

When you have finished playing the card game, fill in this side of the record sheet.

We left Greenwood Dale at /0._4';j_~
We spent I ltv" / / mU,. hours at Matlock Bath.

We got back at5 45 {2"'L.

We took £ 7 QQ with us and spent £ 6 .10
So we returned home with £ 0 -q 0

Good points about the trip

Bad points or things that went wrong on the trip

~ frv..un.

I lo-n:J waJ: cd D~ ~
I ~ht flee- f-~ back +-00 ~

I ~~t have- h.ad /X) ~ ~

I

5·00 v-ecuJ,. N~~ /.>~

6·00 CL-niue ~

7·00

8·00

g·oo
10·00

11·00

12·00
____ J

M2
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Stage 2 Making rough plans
Introduction
The activities contained in this stage develop a number of important strategic
skills which may be applied to other planning and organising tasks. These
activities, which many students are likely to find unfamiliar, include

• exploring a wide range of alternatives before deciding on a particular idea
• considering the needs and interests of all those involved, rather than

making a personal choice
• making reasonable guesses about unknown facts in order to inform a

decision
• presenting an idea to other members of the class
• discussing various decision-making processes and using them to choose

the 'best' trip destination.

Total time needed
About 2 hours, but possibly longer if reaching a class
decision proves difficult.

Organisation and equipment required
Students will need to work in groups of 2,3 or 4 for most
of this stage. As the work progresses, groups could be
re-formed according to their preferred trip destination.

Each student will need

• a 'Brainstorming' sheet
• an' Ideas leaflet'.

Related assessmentcriteria
This stage offers students the opportunity to show that
they can

(ii) generate lists of alternatives,
(iii) devise a satisfactory rough plan (including sensible

costings and time schedules),
(iv) use and describe a decision-making process.

28

I Stage2 Making rough plans

Your group will now try to make a rough plan for a trip which the whole
class would like to go on.

This will involve.

• brainstorming

• choosing the best ideas from your group

• prodUCing an 'Ideas' leaflet

• presenting your Ideas to the rest of the class

• deciding upon the best place to go.

Before you start, your teacher will tell you when you can go and how
long your trip can take.



STAGE 2 MAKING ROUGH PLANS

10

Suggestions and comments

Presentation

Class discussion, followed by individual reflection and
then by group discussion.

@] Students often find it hard to devise a suitable trip
which both satisfies the external constraints and
caters for the interests of other members of the
class. Emphasise that if they fail to do this, then
there is little likelihood of their ideas being adopted.

Purpose

To give students the opportunity to think of a wide
range of possibilities before sharing their ideas in a
group.

For everyone to share ideas and reach agreement on
which ideas are worthy of further development.

For students to learn how to listen to and discuss
constructively with one another.

You may like to introduce the 'Brainstorming' activity
by asking for one or two ideas for each of the
different sections on the sheet, and listing these on
the blackboard.

Encourage students to fill in as many ideas as they
can, before discussing them. This will ensure that
every student has something to contribute to the
group discussion which follows.

rn This may need emphasising, as there is sometimes
a tendency for one or two people in a group to
dominate the discussion, by pushing their own
ideas forward and ignoring those suggested by
other students.

STAGE 2

You will each need a copy of the 'Brainstorming' sheet.
On your own, make a list of

• places you could visit

• what you could do there

• how you could travel.

STAGE 2

Brainstorming

Choosing the best ideas

Now look at all the lists that your group has produced. Give each i2l
person a chance to explain his or her ideas. L.=:J

I Who< oboe' " "f
'-- ~ \' '\~;'"

\111 Crj~,' ,{ \1\__ / J" rH-' , , ! Thhere'S m
t
tOhre

c olce a e
1 Leisure Centre.

We could eaSily
get there by bus.

Some of the ideas may not be good choices for a class trip because

• they are too far away

• they are too expensive

• some people In the class may not want to go.

Cross these off your list.

Now~the best Ideas.

Aim to make your tnp as interesting as possible for everyone In your
class. Remember to cater for all tastes.

11
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STAGE2

Producing an 'Ideas' leaflet

In your group, look at the Ideas that are ringed. Try to decide which is
the best choice for a class trip. Each person in your group must then fill
in an 'Ideas' leaflet explaining this choice. (You may disagree on some
details, but this doesn't matter.)

Purpose

To offer students the opportunity to make a rough plan
for a trip, check its feasibility and persuade the rest of
the class that it is a good idea.

Presentation

12

STAGE2

Suggestions and comments

At this point, it may be necessary to rearrange the
groups slightly so that each group is now working on a
single trip choice.

Each student should fill in a copy of the 'Ideas leaflet'.
This should contain sufficient information for the class
to make a decision as to the feasibility of the trip and
should be presented in an attractive and persuasive
manner.

Some students may have difficulty in estimating costs
and times. Encourage them to compare the information
they need with practical knowledge that they already
possess. For example,

'it takes the bus half an hour to get into town. The
leisure centre is about twice as far so it will probably
take about an hour to get there ... '

Students should not spend too much time researching
information for this activity, as most of these sugges-
tions will not be used for the final class trip. However,
promising ideas that are not chosen could form the
basis for a small group trip which could take place out
of school time.

Group discussion followed by individual work and a
group presentation to the whole class.

OJ You will need to organise the exchanging of leaflets
so that everyone has a chance to see a leaflet from
each of the other groups.

[I] Some students instantly dismiss ideas that are not
their own. They should be encouraged to comment
on every idea in a detached, objective manner and
perhaps think of ways in which their own preferences
could be incorporated into someone else's trip.

~ Each group should be given a few minutes to
present its ideas to the rest of the class, leaving
time for questions at the end.

\i "",~"'ON,' •
[l.-l~~INc. •.. ~

I ~"'~ --=~-----
Ideas leaflet

. f'!u?p

When your leaflet is finished, do the following.

• Swap It with one from another group.

• On the back of the leaflet, note down any good or bad points
about it.

• Now swap thiS leaflet with one from a different group, and so on,
until you've seen a leaflet from each group.

• Get your leaflet back again and improve it, uSing the comments.

Each group will now take It In turns to

• 'sell' an idea to the rest of the class and try to convince everyone
that they would enJoy the trip. ~

• answer questions about It.

Presenting your ideas to the rest of the class

Your leaflets should say.

• where the place IS

• what people will do there

• how you might travel

• how much it might all cost

• rough times (when would you leave, arrive at the place, leave to
return and get back).

13
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STAGE 2

Deciding upon the best place to go

There may be one idea that everyone is happy with, but this is unlikely.
You will need to find a way of deciding on the best place to go, so that

• everyone's views are taken into account

• everyone will accept the chosen idea.

One way is to use a voting system of some kind. Here is an example:

Reaching agreement may take time, but you shouldn't rush this
important step.

14

STAGE 2 MAKING ROUGH PLANS

Purpose

To consider alternative decision-making methods and
then to decide corporately on the best place to go for
the trip.

Presentation

Class discussion.

Suggestions and comments

Begin by reminding the class of the external constraints
that the trip has to meet, and then ask students to
suggest alternative decision-making processes. List
these on the board. For example,

'We could toss for it'

'Show of hands'

'Secret ballot'

'Put these ideas in order of preference'

'Eliminate the least popular ideas'.

It is worth taking time to use two or three of these
methods to see if the same result emerges.

If the majority of the class favour the same destination,
the decision may be straightforward. The class should
still, however, consider carefully any minority views and
try to take them into account.

If there is no clear decision, students may need
to consider making compromises or revising their
proposals.

As a last resort it may be possible, in some cases, to
have two trips, or alternative destinations within one
trip.
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Assessment tasks for Stage 2
There are 3 tasks that relate to the assessment criteria for Stage 2. The tasks
may be helpful in deciding whether or not a student can
(ii) generate lists of alternatives,
(iii) devise a satisfactory rough plan (including sensible costings and time

schedules),
(iv) use and describe a decision making process.

Tasks 1 and 2 should already have been completed during the normal course
of the work. They help in assessing criteria (ii) and (iii) respectively. Task 3 is
new and may be completed at the end of Stage 2. This task is designed to
assess criterion (iv).

Stage 2 Assessment task 1
'Brainstorming' sheet

Stage 2 Assessment task 2
'Ideas leaflet'
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STAGE 2 MAKING ROUGH PLANS

STAGE 2 ASSESSMENT TASK 3

The vote
Six people are planning a trip. Six different places have been suggested:

a) The ice rink d) A castle
b) Zoo e) Snooker hall
c) Bowling alley f) Swimming pool

In order to choose between these places, they decide to vote.

Each person is given a list, and they write down their preferences.

This is what they write:

5CJnja~

a) Ice Rink 6th choice
b) Zoo I.t c.hoice
c) Bowling 3..J choice
d) Castle 2.hJ choice
e) Snooker 4 ~ ehoi ~
f) Swimming 5th choice.

MlJ<.e

a) Ice Rink 4~ ~
b) ZOO G~ ~
c) Bowling 5"" ~
d) Castle ~~ ~
e) Snooker h\ ~
f) Swimming 2vJ. cl~~

a) Ice Rink 1ft ChoU:..e..
b) Zoo 2nJ C~
c) Bowling 5 ....~
d) Castle 4'" c~
e) Snooker 2J~ ~
f) Swimming 6'-'-c~

a) Ice Rink 6th. c~
b) Zoo 5~ ~
c) Bowli ng .2.nJ ch.oi.cL
d) Castle l~t- ~
e) Snooker 4-1i- ~
f) Swimming 5"' ~

CLa,we

a) Ice Rink 6tL. ch..ou...e
b) Zoo 5~enCJ'f.-C.R-

c) Bowling ISf c~
d) Castle 2r.J ch..du:..e-
e) Snooker 4'4 ~
f) Swimming 3~ ~

a) Ice Rink 6h.. ~
b) Zoo 5t<-.. ~
c) Bowling 4~ ~
d) Castle 2...J. ~
e) Snooker.3~ ~
f) Swimming I ~r ~

Which place would be the best choice for their trip?

Explain how you get your answer:

A discussion of this task appears on page T 79. M7
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Stage 3 Making detailed plans
Introduction
This stage involves the detailed planning of the trip. When the class has
agreed on the list of jobs that need to be done, they are shared out and
worked on by small groups of students. Many of these tasks involve the use of
mathematical skills (reading timetables, estimating costs and so on). Students
should be encouraged to use whatever skills they possess, but they may need
to learn others to increase the efficiency and reliability of their planning. At
various stages, groups will need to report back on their progress and ask
advice from the rest of the class. At the end of the stage a complete detailed
'Final plan' is drawn up.

During this stage, there may be times when students are not fully occupied.
For example, they may be unable to start a job until an earlier one has been
completed. There are several ways this 'dead time' can be used constructively.

• The first six assessment tasks can be organised as a 'circus' of practical
activities which may be attempted at any time and in any order by
individual students. They are described more fully below.

• Students may like to plan small-scale 'group trips'. (These trips could be
based on the ideas from Stage 2 which were not adopted and could take
place out of school time.)

• The work on this stage can be spread over 2 or 3 weeks, interspersing it
with work of a different kind altogether.

Total time needed
About 2 to 3 hours, possibly spread out over 2 or 3 weeks.

Organisation and equipment required
Initially the whole class will need to work together in teacher-led discussion.
The rest of the work is done in small groups.

You will need

1 'Jobs list' sheet for each student
1 set of 'Job cards' (folded to A5)

A supply of about 20 'Job done' sheets
1 'Final plan' sheet for each student.

You should also provide

A file of local travel information (containing street maps, bus and train route
maps, timetables and so on)
Access to a telephone and local telephone directories
A supply of rough paper
2 small boxes labelled 'Finished jobs' and 'Unfinished jobs' (these are for
storing the 'Job cards' and the 'Job done' sheets)
A supply of paperclips
A large sheet of paper (to make a 'Jobs schedule' poster)
A marker pen

A supply of drawing pins or 'Blu-tack'.
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STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

In addition, the assessment tasks require

1 pre-recorded tape of a British Rail talking timetable
1 cassette player
1 National Express coach service leaflet
1 Nottingham bus route map
At least 1 local telephone directory
At least 1 'Yellow Pages' directory
At least 1 set of the 8 small 'Leisure centre job cards'.

The instructions for setting up the assessment 'circus' is given on page T40.

Related assessment criteria

This stage offers students the opportunity to show that they can obtain and
interpret information from

(v) a telephone directory,
(vi) aural and written timetables,
(vii) a street map,
(viii) a route map,
and can
(ix) identify omissions in given information,
(x) place jobs in a logical order,
(xi) complete a clear and comprehensive final plan,
(xii) take an active part in the planning process.

[ Stage 3 Making detailed plans

By now you should know where you're going'
In this stage you will be Involved In ,

• deciding what jobs need to be done

• sharing out the JObs and dOing them

• reporting back and agreeing on details

• making sure that everything IS ready

• completing the 'Final plan' sheet.

15
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

STAGE3

You have decided where you are gOing, but there are lots of jobs to be

done before you go. I-1l
In your group, make a list of all the Jobs that you can think of. L!J

Suggestions and comments

Presentation

Group work followed by class discussion.

Purpose

To enable students to decide what jobs need to be
done, when they need to be done by, and to organise a
procedure for sharing them out and doing them.

OJ Issue each group with some rough paper and ask
students to note down all the jobs that they can
think of which they need to be done before the trip
can take place. For further ideas, they could also
think back to 'The Matlock Bath Game' and recall
what happened and what was done and decided.

rn When groups have completed their lists you, or a
member of the class, could write the ideas on the
board. Working through the trip step by step may
help to organise these ideas.

@] The 'Jobs list' is provided to save students from
having to copy down laboriously the jobs - it also
serves as a check that vital jobs have not been
forgotten. The groups should start to think about
deadlines and thus begin to consider the order
in which these jobs should be done. Encourage
students to fill in these dates by working backwards
from the date of the trip itself.

@] There is a 'Job card' corresponding to each of the
jobs listed. It is helpful to use these to agree on the
actual jobs that need to be done. They could then
be sorted, initially, into two piles; those that can be
done immediately and those that must wait until
other jobs have been completed. New 'Job cards'
may need to be written at this point.

The role of job coordinator is crucial. It is best if a
student or pair of students takes on this task, but
you may prefer to do it yourself. In this case it is
worth removing the coordinator job card from the
pack, beforehand.

/
\

You Will need a copy of the 'Jobs list'.

In your group

• cross out any Jobs that don't apply to your trip

• add any jobs that are missing

• make up some deadlines for doing each of the Jobs.

Your class must now agree on the Jobs and the deadlines.
Your teacher will have a set of Job cards to help.

STAGE 3

Deciding what jobs need to be done

Other people may have thought of Jobs you've missed. On the
blackboard make a complete list of all the jobs that your class has
thought of.

16

I~K I'll ;;,~el_
that down. ~

'~4 l'l, ,
.Someone w~ need lx'
to find out when
It'S open.

You may have to make some extra Jab cards.

17
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STAGE3

Sharing out the jobs and doing them

Your class now needs to share out the most urgent jobs. [§]
Each group will need a different 'Job card' and a 'Job done' sheet.

I;;:~---! ob dOl] ~---~~

/ 00'/Ob.;<c e ~
/ U00eby ~ //'lq' o~ ~ _

/ Whatwedl;:""'€'~"1/, ;;S~COq ~I

.~.~! ;;; "0000 &.er,,,,, C<;"S' VI!- ::--=: __~ ~O:t /'~/{~
~c'SS/b,:e

Find OUt ab j""'ct 74/""d,e.r /

cOacht:>~ OUt

While jobs are being shared out, someone should make a 'Jobs [§]
schedule' poster to keep a record of

• what needs to be done

• when It must be done

• who IS responsible for
dOing it.

STAGE 3

When you have finished dOing a Job, record all you did or found out on
your 'Job done' sheet. Then.

STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

[§] The most urgent 'Job cards' should now be shared
out among the groups. These are likely to include
those to do with asking permission and finding out
travel details. The remaining cards should be stored
in a box (labelled 'Unfinished jobs') at one side of
the room.

[§] The 'Jobs schedule' poster is a suitable task to give
to the job coordinator. You may need to help in
checking deadlines and ensuring that everyone has
something to do.

m Students should write complete summaries of what
they have done on the 'Job done' sheets, and
attach them, together with any other relevant details
(maps, timetables etc), to their 'Job cards'. (If the
'Job cards' are folded in half, to A5 size, then these
can be tucked inside and fastened with a paper
clip.) These should then be placed in a second box
(labelled 'Finished jobs') at the side of the room, for
future reference by other class members.

~ The coordinator may like to take on the responsibility
for allocating jobs. If no new jobs are available, then
the students could take this opportunity to attempt
some of the assessment circus, or work on their
own group trips.

Attach your 'Job done' sheet
to your 'Job card' Put
these Into the 'Finished
Jobs' box

'--

I

Tick off the job on the
poster so that everyone

, knows that you have
, finished your Job

'-

Choose another Job to do
Try to make It the next
most urgent Job

For some Jobs, groups will need to report back.

19
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STAGE3

Have you thought of l_
uSing the school
minibus?

CLASSROOM MATERIALS

Reporting back and agreeing on details

From time to time people will want to tell the class what they have done,
and ask for opinions on what to do next.

I ve been checking on
I :;;;- I"" coaches It will cost

) £:70 to hire one - that

~

~ --- works out at about £3 50
'= each Is that alright

with everyone?

f I II
J

---

1"060"c No It s too much ~er~;\
Often. one job will lead to another.
You may need to add new Jobs to the poster as you go along.

20

STAGE 3

Making sure that everything is ready

Now talk through the day together, from start to finish - Just as if you IT:Q]
were on the trip.

Go through every detail and try to make sure you haven't forgotten
anything.

Make sure that all the Jobs have been completed .

[gJ Groups should report back whenever a class
decision needs to be made, but you may also ask
groups to report back more regularly, for example,
at the beginning of each lesson. This will keep the
momentum going and keep everyone in touch with
the complete plan. Be prepared to offer back-up
help to ensure that the information is presented
clearly to everyone. It will help if you put key ques-
tions to the group to help it clarify its presentation.
Make sure that someone records any decisions
that are made.

If new jobs emerge from the ensuing discussion,
you (or the job coordinator) may need to prepare
some new 'Job cards'. You may need to add hints
on the back.

[Q] When every job has been completed the class
should check that nothing has been forgotten by
talking through the whole trip from start to finish.

12.00, meeting at the bus stop

38

.•.•..

_so_'w_e_'II_ea_C_hb_rl_n

g

_£_3_50_'s_o_me_O_'d_~'-'r.l
clothes, a cagoule, a packed lunch,
and a torch
When do we leave school?

~W:hbUS: __]
Which train do we catch?

~

~\

L J
t(
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STAGE 3

Completing the 'Final plan' sheet

Each person In your group should fill in a copy of this sheet.
It will help you to remember all the details for your trip.

When you go on your trip, take your 'Final plan' with you.

22

STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

[1] While the plan is fresh in everyone's mind, each
student should carefully complete a 'Final plan'
sheet. This will help to ensure that everyone feels
involved and knows exactly what will happen on the
day of the trip. Encourage students to question
each other if they are still unclear about any details.
Each person should feel confident that she or he
could run the trip by themselves.
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

Assessment tasks for Stage 3
There are seven tasks associated with this stage. Assessment tasks 1 to 6
may be attempted in any order and at any time during Stage 3. Assessment
task 7 should already have been completed in the normal course of the work.
These tasks may be used to assess whether or not a student can obtain and
interpret

(v) a telephone directory,
(vi) aural and written timetables,

(vii) a street map,
(viii) a route map,

and can
(ix) identify omissions in given information,

(x) place jobs in a logical order,
(xi) complete a clear and comprehensive final plan,
(xii) take an active part in the planning process.

Some suggestions on organising tasks 1 to 6

(It will be convenient to duplicate these tasks back to back to form eight-page
A4 booklets.)

As four tasks require resources which will not be in plentiful supply (for
example telephone directories), we suggest that, while students are working
on Stage 3, you set these tasks up on four desks at the back of the room. (If
you have duplicates of resources, then you could of course set up more desks
for each.) Each desk should be clearly labelled:

Whenever students are stuck for something to do, they can collect their
assessment booklets from you, and you can then direct them to work indivi-
dually on these tasks at the appropriate desks. When a student has finished a
task, this can be recorded on the cover sheet and he or she may then either
attempt a second task or return to Stage 3. In the latter case, the assessment
booklet could be returned to you for safekeeping.
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STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

STAGE 3

Stage 3 Assessment tasks
Name _

Class _

• This booklet contains six tasks.

• You can do them in any order and at any time during Stage 3.

• They do not need to be done at one sitting, but may be spread over several lessons.

• If you have finished a task and do not want to do another one straight away, please
return this answer booklet to your teacher.

When you finish a task, put a tick against it below:

1. Telephone skills

2. Timetable skills

3. Using street plans

4. Using a bus route map

5. Asking for permission

6. Sorting out jobs

D
D
D
D
D
D

Notes for the teacher

Masters M25 to M32 should be duplicated back-to-back to form an 8 page booklet.

The following resources will be required:
Task 1. A copy of a local telephone directory* and a 'Yellow Pages'*.
Task 2. A pre-recorded tape of a 'British Rail' talking timetable, a cassette player* and a

National Express coach service leaflet.
Task 4. A copy of the Nottingham City bus service route map.

Task 6. A set of 8 leisure centre job cards (see M33).

The items marked * are not included in the module package.

Please refer to page 40 in the Teacher's Guide for guidance on setting up these tasks.

Page 1

M25
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 1

Telephone skills

You will need a copy of your local telephone directory and a copy of your local 'Yellow Pages'.

1. Suppose that you and 6 friends are planning a trip to the zoo. You want to telephone a few places
to find out travel information. Look up the following telephone numbers and write them in the
boxes.

Train

a) Local passenger train enquiries. Number: I~ ~
Bus

b) Local bus station, for times of buses which pass Number: 1 _

close to your school.
Taxi

c) A local taxi service. Write down the name of the
taxi company as well.

d) A local mini-bus hire firm. (You only need a bus
for 7 people.) Write down the name of the firm
as well.

Name:

Number: 1 _

Mini-bus

Name: L _
Number: I~ ~

2. Suppose that you also want to telephone the zoo. You know the address of the zoo, but the
number is not in your phone book because it's too far away. Your friend suggests that you ring
'Directory Enquiries' to find the number.

Directory Enquiries

What number is 'Directory Enquiries' Number: I~ ~

3. Suppose that you want to ring a friend who is on holiday at a hotel in Cornwall. They have told you
that the phone number is Falmouth 53839.

Hotel

42

Page 2

What number should you dial?
(Give all 9 digits)

Number: I~ ~

M26



STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 2

Timetable skills

You will need a tape recording of the British Rail talking timetable and a National Express
coach service leaflet.

Imagine that you are planning a day trip to London for next Wednesday. You want to leave
Nottingham as soon as possible after 9.00 am and you want to be back in Nottingham just before
6.00 p.m. You can go either by train or by coach.

Fill in this table to compare the two methods of transport.

Listen to the tape to
find out train times.
(Turn the tape over for
return times.)

Use the leaflet
to find out coach
times.

Train Coach

Nottingham to London
(outward journey)

What time would you leave
Nottingham?

What time would you
arrive in London?

London to Nottingham
(return journey)

What time would you leave
London?

What time would you arrive
at Nottingham?

How long would you have in
London?

Which method of transport would you prefer? _

Why? _

What other information would you need before making a decision?

Page 3

M27
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 3

Using street plans

You will need the Ayr maps.

1. Your family is on holiday near Stranraer in Scotland, and is planning to go to the swimming baths
in Ayr.

You are given these directions.

! Go along the A77 road from Stranraer until you pass the golf course at Dalmilling. Then turn
I left at the next junction and carry on to the end of the road. Turn left, cross the bridge and

then turn right. Take the second turning on your left and you'll see the swimming baths on
your right.

Show this route clearly on the two maps.

2. In the space below describe in words a shorter way of getting to the swimming baths from the
A77 from Stranraer.

Keep your instructions as simple as possible.

Page 4

Solutions to question 2
Any route that is more direct than that given above is acceptable, for example
"Turn left along the A79. Continue through the town to the end of the High
Street, turn right then left and take the second left turning to the Esplande. The
swimming baths will be on your right."

44
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STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 3 (continued)

STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

3

2

Map of Ayr

I Ayr district ~

A

CENTRAL
AYR

Grt'fm

Maps reproduced from 'M Town Plans' by permission of the Automobile
Association - Crown Copyright reserved

3

Raceco e

Th"Aul0mobll.A.uOCIII,on 1915

R •.•. '•• dEd't'onl986

Page 5

Solution to question 1

-l--
M29
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 4

Using a bus route map

You will need a copy of the Nottingham City Bus Services Route Map.

1.. Open up the map.

• Right at the bottom you will find 'Farnborough Road' (in square B4).

• Now find the roundabout which joins 'Southchurch Drive' to 'Farnborough Road'.

• You should now be able to see a blue '53' in a red box (this red box shows that bus number 53
starts here).

Starting at this terminus, trace the route of the 53 bus as it goes round Nottingham. As you do
this, make a list showing all the roads it travels along. Use the space below.

N~U'" 53 bUh 'tC~ '"

c~ 01 roxr-..b~ CM".d. So-ut:h~ch DvVx,

s~O~

r~~h R.~ L~~)
C~~ LO-nL

L __ ~~ ~_ ... _

2. Suppose that your aunt lives on Wollaton Vale, near Balloon Wood (A2). She has to go to the
University Hospital (B3) for a check-up.

Which bus could she catch? _

What route does the bus take? _

Page 6

Solution to question 1
Clifton Boulevard, Middleton Boulevard, Western Boulevard, Valley Road,
Mansfield Road, Nottingham Road, Gedling Road, Rolleston Drive, Howbeck
Drive, Killisick Road, Coppice Road.

Solution to question 2
Bus number 35. Wollaton Vale, turn left along Derby Road past Wollaton Park
to the University Hospital.

46
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STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 5

Asking for permission
Imagine that your class is going on a trip to your local swimming baths next Tuesday morning.
One person has volunteered to write a letter to parents, asking for permission:

\f ----- c.o.k'. ~, p~ Ud<. ~ box.

~~-~-(-r~-~-~-~-~-;~5-----

\ ~~ ~ ~/5h4.. ~~.

Make a list of all the important details that have been missed out of the letter.

Page 7

A discussion of this task appears on page T81. M31
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS

STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 6

Sorting out jobs

You will need a set of 8 leisure centre job cards.

A class have chosen to go to a Leisure Centre for the morning.
Some want to go swimming, while others want to play table tennis, squash, badminton or snooker.
There are 3 leisure centres within a bus ride from their school.

They have written all the jobs that need to be done on cards.

Job H

Work out how much money each r lell th J
will need to take. anC/ a e Class C. -

eCiC/e What s
which I ,POI.s::>e,s ...•re

Ure C aVailab
entre t Ie

090 to.

• Try to sort your job cards into order of priority.
(Which job needs to be done first? second? third? and so on.)

• When you have done this, write down the jobs in order in the boxes below.
(The first one has been done for you.)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

! ! ! ! ! 1 1 1
~DD[JDDDD
L This means that job B must be done first.

Page 8

A discussion of this task appears on page T83.
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STAGE 3 MAKING DETAILED PLANS

STAGE 3

Resource for assessment task 6
Cut out these 8 leisure centre job cards and use them in conjunction with M32.

Job A Job E
Make a firm booking at the leisure centre. Add up all the costs of travel and
This means that you know for certain that leisure centre activities.
you can go, and you want them to reserve
a space.

Job B Job F
Phone up the 3 leisure centres and find out Tell the class what sports are available

• what sports are available
and decide which leisure centre to go to.

• how much each activity costs

• when it is open.

I

Job C Job G
Work out how much money each person Find out all the journey details
will need to take.

• which bus to catch
• what time it leaves and returns

• how much it costs.

Job 0 Job H
Ask permission from parents and Provisionally book the leisure centre.
teachers. This means telling them all the This means that you're not absolutely
plans in detail. sure that you can go, but you want them

to reserve a space for a while.

M33
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Stage 3 Assessment task 7
The 'Final plan' sheet
Each student should have completed a 'Final plan>sheet at the end of this stage
(see page 22). This may be used to help in assessing criterion (xi).
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Stage 4 Going on your trip and evaluating it
Introduction

In this final stage, the trip takes place and then students compare what
actually happens with what they had anticipated would happen. They are then
asked to suggest ways in which the planning and running of the trip might
have been improved.

Total time needed

The evaluation should occupy between 1/2 and 1 hour.

Organisation and equipment required

The class is responsible for the organisation and equip-
ment for the actual trip.

For the evaluation each student will need a copy of an
'Evaluating your own trip' sheet.

Stage 4 Going on your trip
and evaluating it

Now that all the plans have been made, you
can go on your trip .

Related assessment criterion

. . . and compare what you
thought would happen with
what actually happens.

You may like to keep a
record of your trip by
taking some photographs.

23

This stage offers students the opportunity to show that they can
(xiii) evaluate the plan which has been implemented.
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STAGE 4

After the trip

Think back over the trip and talk it through with your friends.
Using an 'Evaluating your own trip' sheet, note down

• what really happened, including times and costs

• the things that were good about it

• the things that went wrong, or that were different to your
plan.

Now that you have planned one trip, you may like to plan something
more ambitious ...

24

52

During the trip, it would be useful if some students
could record what happens, perhaps by taking photo-
graphs and recording the times at which these were
taken. This will facilitate a more accurate evaluation.

After the trip, students should be asked to analyse the
differences between the actual trip and their plan.
In particular, they should try to remember costs and
approximate times when events occurred. (Perhaps
someone could make a poster with the photographs
that were taken - arranging them into sequential order
and labelling them with times.)

It is important to be able to distinguish things that went
wrong because of bad planning from those that were
merely the result of unavoidable circumstances.



STAGE 4 GOING ON YOUR TRIP AND EVALUATING IT

Assessment task for Stage 4
The 'Evaluating your own trip' sheet
The completion of this sheet will help you when deciding whether or not a
student can
(xiii) evaluate the plan which has been implemented.

This task should have been completed within the normal course of the work.
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Some possible further developments

The theme of 'Plan a Trip' leads naturally to development in many ways.

• Students may now enjoy the challenge of planning more ambitious trips.
These may be trips which they intend to go on (e.g. the youth hostelling
holiday mentioned in the interview on page T95), or which are imaginary
but intriguing (e.g. a trip around the world or a comparison between a
holiday to Great Yarmouth and a holiday to Ibiza (see below)).

• The planning experience gained may motivate a number of projects
associated with the trip context (e.g. the organisation of a sponsored walk
or the preparation of local youth-centred tourist information (see below)).

• Students may wish to transfer and develop their planning skills to a new
context (e.g. the planning and running of a party or disco).

• You, or the students, may wish to use the module theme as a starting point
for more involved problems or investigations, encouraging the develop-
ment of mathematical techniques. This is explored in Chapter 3.

Three of these ideas are now discussed in a little more detail.

Comparing two holidays

Three friends and their parents are involved in trying to choose
between a 1Q-day caravan holiday in Great Yarmouth and a cheap
1Q-day package holiday to Ibiza. Obtain some holiday brochures and
help them to make an informed decision. Estimate the total cost of
the holidays. (Include entertainment, clothes and food etc. as well as
travel and accommodation costs.)

Often, mathematical problems associated with holiday travel concentrate
solely on the costs of travel and accommodation, but there are many other
costs associated with holidays. If these are excluded from any calculations
(because, for example, they cannot be determined exactly) then the solution
may become unrealistic. (When this problem was tackled by three students
they were surprised to discover that the costs of the two holidays were not as
different as had been anticipated!)

Organising a sponsored walk

Suppose that you decide to raise money for charity by organising a
sponsored walk in your area.

Plan how you would do this and, if possible, put your plan into action.

Organising such an event requires many of the skills already used in 'Plan a
Trip'. In addition, aspects of the problem which a group will probably need to
consider include

(a) agreeing on the objectives of the walk,
(b) deciding on and maintaining effective organisation,
(c) maximising income,

(d) maintaining safety,
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SOME POSSIBLE FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

(e) selecting and testing a suitable route,
(f) estimating all the costs involved,
(g) following any rules and regulations.

Job (a) might well involve a survey among possible participants, whilst (b) will
call upon the listing and sequencing skills used in Stage 3. The total income
obtained (c) is likely to depend on the average participants' cash collection
from sponsors, the number of participants, and the organising costs (f). In
turn, the cash collections are likely to depend on a variety of factors, including
the perceived 'worth' of the cause, the motivation of the participants, the
effectiveness of advertising and enlisting of participants, as well as the
location and timing of the event. Often, events which are very demanding (and
only open to a few participants), or which are seen as trivial (and unattractive
to potential donors), are less profitable than those which require a modest
achievement from a fairly large number of participants. The selection and
testing of a suitable route and the location of checkpoints to fit agreed time
and safety constraints, require the ability to make reasonable estimates of
time and speed, as well as the ability to interpret maps.

Preparing a local tourist leaflet

Devise and produce a tourist leaflet for your town which is aimed at
the teenage visitor. This will involve finding out and then displaying a
variety of local information, including

• bus services, (different firms, times, route maps, fares)

• walking distances and times
• details of main attractions in the area
• suggested excursions, tourist trails etc.

Your group will then have to agree on how best to display the
information from the visitor's point of view.

Find a way of mass-producing your leaflet. You may like to use a
typewriter, word processor, or even a local printer. (Estimate the
costs of this.)

This task may include

• conducting a survey to ascertain what are seen as the main attractions of
the area and the kind of information that would prove particularly useful to
a teenager

• producing a scale map of a local area, maybe using an Ordnance Survey
map as a basis

• calculating costs, distances and travel times
• the utilisation of photographic, graphic and other art skills. (Perhaps this

could involve the collaboration of teachers from other departments.)
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Developing the mathematics

Introduction

While students are working on this module, their main
objective is to devise a well-organised and interesting
trip - not to develop particular mathematical techniques.
You may, however, wish to use the opportunities pro-
vided by the module to motivate the learning of mathe-
matics in a more explicit way. This chapter offers a few
ideas on how this may be achieved without destroying
the essential flow of activities contained in the module.

Which skills may be developed?
The table below illustrates a few of the mathematical
topics that can be related to the context of this module.
This list is not intended to be exhaustive because
different trips will require different techniques in their
planning. An afternoon trip to the local leisure centre
will make different mathematical demands on students
than, say, a day trip to France.

Some mathematical topics Examples in the context of the module

Money

• Carrying out simple monetary transactions in theory Calculations carried out in 'The Matlock Bath Game',
and practice or during the trip itself.

• Estimating costs. Producing a rough costing for a proposed trip on the
'Ideas leaflet'.

Time

• Understanding and using both 12 and 24-hour Reading bus and train timetables.
clocks.

• Producing a schedule. Drawing up a timetable for the day of the trip on the
'Final plan' sheet.

Measurement

• Understanding and using everyday measures of Using maps to calculate journey times.
distance, time and speed.

Percentages

• Understanding simple discounts expressed as Railcard discounts, and other party discounts are
percentages. often expressed in this way.

Graphical and other representations

• Extracting information presented in written, tabular Using tourist information leaflets, timetables, route
or diagrammatic form. maps etc.

• Organising systematically the collection and Organising a 'Jobs schedule', filling in 'Job done'
presentation of data. cards and reporting back to the class.

Logic

• Inventing and following a set of instructions. Completing and using the 'Final plan' sheet.

• Arranging tasks into a logical order. Sorting out 'Job cards' into order of priority.
Coordinating the completion of the jobs.

Statistics

• Conducting a simple survey and making decisions Devising a voting system and using it to decide on a
based on the outcome. suitable destination for the trip.
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DEVELOPING THE MATHEMATICS

How and when may they be introduced?
Mathematical activity may be initiated either by the
student or by the teacher. For example:

• A group of students may become aware of its need
to acquire a particular skill in order to carry through
its own plan. 'How do you use this timetable, Miss?'

• You may wish to use a part of the module to support
a more intensive piece of work on a particular topic.
'Today we are going to look at voting systems. Can
you remember how you voted on the best place to
go for your trip?'

The first type of situation can lead to an invaluable
learning experience because the student wants to
know something. Such opportunities occur rather un-
predictably, however, and it is inadvisable to spend a
great deal of time helping one group if you have a large
class to supervise. One possible solution is to ask a
member of the group to describe the group's problem
to the whole class and invite help and advice from other
students. Another possibility is to use existing material
to help develop some simple 'How to ... ' sheets. For
example, the few pages at the beginning of the British
Rail Timetable give a full explanation of how to read
train timetables. If this presentation proves too difficult,
a simplified version could be developed for classroom
use.

Do not expect students to use, autonomously, mathe-
matics that they have only recently been taught. There
is a gap, typically of several years, between first 'learn-
ing' a skill and being able to use it wfth flexibility and
fluency. Students will tend only to use skills that they
have mastered. Narrowing this gap requires a more
'rounded' approach to learning, with a variety of appli-
cations and non-routine problem solving to supplement
and give meaning to technical exercises.

Teacher-initiated work on mathematical techniques
relating to the theme may occur before, during, or after
working on the module.

Before: 'I'll do some work on ratio now, and then my
class will be able to use the map scales later
on, when they start work on the module.'

This timing has the advantage that the student
will, if all goes well, have their techniques
polished and ready to be used, but it does
seem artificial to learn a new technique before
seeing a need for it. Students may tend to
assume that the module is merely a vehicle for
practising some specific techniques, rather
than to develop their autonomy in problem
solving.
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During: 'They seem to be having some difficulty in
interpreting the 24-hour clock. We'll take a
break from the module for a few lessons and
practise this skill.'

'I'll prepare some problems sheets for my class
so that I can keep them together. So if one
group finishes a stage early, they can do
problem sheets until the rest of the class have
caught up'.

This timing enables you to respond to needs
as they arise, but if students always expect
you to produce the method or solution when
the going gets difficult, you may reinforce
dependence and undermine autonomy. If this
is done too often on a class basis then the
work on the module may tend to drag on over
many weeks and becoming boring.

After: 'When we finish the module, we will look at the
techniques we have used in more depth.'

The experience of working on the module may
motivate and enable students to perceive the
value of techniques when they are taught.
Students may still not be able to use tech-
niques autonomously unless they are given
further opportunities to apply them in real
problem solving contexts.

Whatever you decide, it is important to be vigilant about
preserving the students' strategic control of their work
on the module; it is too easy to allow them to revert
to the imitative roles that the traditional curriculum
encourages.

On the following pages we offer a few ideas for develop-
ing mathematical tasks on the 'Plan a Trip' theme.
We have not included examples which are already
adequately covered in many textbooks (for example,
using timetables, maps, and holiday brochures.) In their
present form, the following ideas may be too open or
too difficult for some students and may need some
further development before you can use them. We
hope that they stimulate some more ideas of your own.



Some sample ideas
Voting systems

Ten people are trying to decide where to go for a day out. They have four destinations to choose from: a castle,
a theme park, a zoo and a museum. To begin with, each person ranks the 4 places in order of preference:

E
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co co
a ~

~ Eco >.c () .0 > .c c Q) c.c Q) ro ~ :~ 0) C ""0 en
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Castle 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 4 3 4

Theme Park 4 4 1 4 4 1 3 3 1 1

Zoo 2 1 4 1 2 4 4 1 2 2

Museum 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 4 3

(Thus, Sue has put down the museum as her third choice, and so on.)
Where should they go? How do you decide?

At the end of Stage 2, students may experience diffi-
culties in reaching an agreed decision on a destination
for their trip and it may therefore be worth spending
time in the discussion of decision-making processes.

One approach is to study the effects of different voting
procedures on outcomes given the same input data.
Students could be asked to suggest possible methods.
The following are examples.

• Choose the place with the most first choices.

• Choose the place with the fewest fourth choices.

• Add up the rankings and choose the place with the
lowest total.

• Eliminate the place with the fewest first choices,
then ask everyone to vote again on the remaining
destinations. Repeat this process until there is only
one place left.

(It is interesting to note that, with the above data, the
first three of these methods result in different decisions
while the fourth remains inconclusive.) Students could
also be asked to

• construct arguments for choosing each of the four
alternative places

• construct arguments for rejecting each of the four
alternative places

• suppose that the people were able to run two of the
four trips.

One method for choosing is to add the rankings and
choose the two places with the two lowest totals.

(This process results in a very poor decision being
made. What goes wrong? Which two places should
have been chosen? Why?)

Further extensions are possible with this theme. General
elections may be explored, together with issues such
as proportional representation.
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DEVELOPING THE MATHEMATICS

Timetables

The Ffestiniog Railway

This railway line is one of the most famous in Wales. Your task will
be to devise a workable timetable for running this line during the
peak tourist season.

11/4

Tany~

/ Blaenau FfestlOlOg
Tan-y-Bwlch

(~'-+Y4

Porthmadog

The following facts will need to be taken into account:

• There are 6 main stations along the 131/2 mile track:

(The distances between them are shown in miles)

• Three steam trains are to operate a shuttle service. This means that they will travel back
and forth along the line from Porthmadog to Blaenau Ffestiniog with a lO-minute stop at
each end. (This should provide enough time for drivers to change etc.)

• The three trains must start and finish each day at Porthmadog.

• The line is single-track. This means that trains cannot pass each other. except at specially
designed passing places. (You will need to say where these will be needed. You should
try to use as few passing places as possible.)

• Trains should depart from stations at regular intervals if possible.

• The journey from Porthmadog to Blaenau Ffestiniog is 65 minutes (including stops
at intermediate stations. These stops are very short and can be neglected in the time-
tabling).

• The first train of the day will leave Porthmadog at 9.00 a.m.

• The last train must return to Porthmadog by 5.00 p.m. (These times are more restricted
than those that do. in fact. operate.)

While planning their trip, students may have found it necessary to interpret
several bus and train timetables. They may have wondered how such time-
tables are constructed and some may enjoy the considerable challenge of
inventing a timetable for themselves. Often, a graphical solution is the
quickest and most accessible. For the above problem, for example, a student
could begin by drawing a distance-time graph for the 9.00 a.m. train leaving
Porthmadog, accurately showing

• the outward journey from Porthmadog to Blaenau Ffestiniog

• the waiting time at Blaenau Ffestiniog

• the return journey from Blaenau Ffestiniog to Porthmadog

• the waiting time at Porthmadog ... and so on.

The other two trains may then be regularly spaced between successive
departure times forthis train. This will result in the following graph, from which
a timetable may be constructed.
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Miles Station Daily Timetable

0 Porthmadog d 09;00 09.50 10.40 11.30 12.20 13.10 14.00

2 Minffordd d 09.10 10.00 10.50 11.40 12.30 13.20 14.10

31/4 Penrhyn d 09.15 10.05 10.55 11.45 12.35 13.25 14.15

7V2 Tan-y-Bwlch d 09.35 10.25 11.15 12.05 12.55 13.45 14.35

121J4 Tanygrisiau d 10.00 10.50 11.40 12.30 13.20 14.10 15.00

13V2 Blaenau Ffestiniog a 10.05 10.55 11.45 12.35 13.25 14.15 15.05

0 Blaenau Ffestiniog d 10.15 11.05 11.55 12.45 13.35 14.25 15.15

11/4 Tanygrisiau d 10.20 11.10 12.00 12.50 13.40 14.30 15.20

6 Tan-y-Bwlch d 10.45 11.35 12.25 13.15 14.05 14.55 15.45

101/4 Penrhyn d 11.05 11.55 12.45 13.35 14.25 15.15 16.05

11112 Minffordd d 11.10 12.00 12.50 13.40 14.30 15.20 16.10

13112 Porthmadog a 11.20 12.10 13.00 13.50 14.40 15.30 16;20

(It is also worth noting that two passing places are needed, approximately 4.2
and 9.4 miles from Porthmadog.)

It is interesting to compare the timetable produced in this way with a real one,
an extract of which is given below.

~orthm...!dog,!- I~ I .095Q 1035 1125 12~0 1310 14()0 1455 15~5 1635 'I I

B,d's" Ra,' Pwllhell d. 0755 0938 1135 1500 1640

~

I~~~~i~~~g~~~n..:~~~:r::a. B2L __ 0it-7-_~L -0955-- 1205_ 1155 - - ~~~~ '~_ ---rm- ~
SERVICE Nf/nffordd a 0901 1040 1237 '422 1606 fB34

Mlnffordd d. 1:-' 0959 1044 1134 1229 1319 1409 1504 1554 1644 'I'
IPenrhyn d. 1005 1050 1140 1235 1325 1415 1510 1600 1650
ITan-y-Bwlch d. 1025 1112 1205 1255 1345 1435 1530 1620 1710
iTanygrisiau d. 1043 1135 1223 1313 1407 1458 1548 1641 1728
lB~./f~S~lli~_a. 1055 _11461233 1325 1417 1507 1600 1652 1740 ••
I 81 FI•• tlnlog d 0!U5 1105 1330 1450 1625 1748 2020
~_ 8, (,s. •.. Rd.' U8ndlldno JC"n a 1042 f204 1"31 15"8 1726 '8"5 21fTrsE;,~~~~~~y~et::::~:~:- -:: 0830 -- ~~~ ~ =-=- ---' -'110- 14"1 '~8 -- 1333--=;~- ==--=-~ ---=- :;~~ ------~;=;-
I SI-Rvlrf UandcJdno Jcn d 08"0 fOOO 1f21 1343 1501 1640 1803
I BI " •• t'n'09 •. 0940 1100 1224 1445 1609 17••, 1903

rat Ffe;tiniog-d~ 1105 1155 1245 1340 1430 1520 1615 1700 1745-- I

I
Tanygrisiau d. 1111 1201 1251 1346 1436 1526 1621 1706 1752 I

Tan-y-Bwlch d. I' 1133 1225 1315 1405 1500 1550 1640 1730 1814 I-

I~Mel'nn__frf_hoYr_nd_d--:-_-dd,-'.1149 1245 1335 1424 1520 1606 1659 1746 1830 I 'l _ _ _ I, 1154 1250 1340 1429 1525 1611 1706 1751 1835 I'

I
B, ',,~ Rd M/n"ordd d 1433 7710 1955

L d"'O"3~ Coas! 'dlf' B.rmoufh _ 1246 '514 1616 '757 2036

~e:,::g~,~:~_-,,~~~~:,-~-_~- __-_~~ -.-:-=-_--~;~i --2~;~
~P~rt~~adog_ a. I 1209_1304 1354 1444 1539 1629 1719 1805 1848
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DEVELOPING THE MATHEMATICS

Networks

The 'Tour of Britain' project
You will need a copy of the AA Members Handbook, or a
similar resource, which gives details of accommodation,
mileage charts and maps.

Imagine that you own a coach company in your home town,
and that it is your job to organise a one week coach tour of
Britain, visiting at least 7 of the towns shown on the map.

Choose the towns that you think would appeal to foreign
tourists.

Sketch a network showing the distances between these
towns and find the shortest route by which you could visit
each of them and return home.

Estimate how long each of your journeys will take
(assuming an average speed of 40 mph) and draw up a
rough timetable for the tour. Allow plenty of time for
sightseeing.

Choose your overnight stops, and try to find reasonable but
cheap accommodation. Make estimates of the driver's
wages, petrol costs and other expenses. Calculate the cost
per passenger (assume there are 50 tourists) which would
enable you to 'break even'.

Produce a brochure advertising the tour.

."'"""'\
• NEWCASTLE

UPON
TYNE~,:S\"~

.PRESTON .LEEDS :\ULL

MANCHESTER
• • .SHEFFIELD

LIVERPOOL • LINCOLN

.NOTTINGH[~

.NORWICH
SHREWSBURY. _BIRMINGHAM )

ABER7STWYTH • • .CAMBRIDGE
HEREFORD. NORTHAMPTON

.COLCHESTER

CARMARTHEN. GLOUCESTER.. ~
~ OXFORD I LONDON I

CARDIFF _BRISTOL •

~ GUILDFORD. MAIDSTONE DOVER

BARNSTAPLE. .SAlISBURY. SOUTHAMPTON

~

TAUNTON ·~BRIGHTON

EXETER~CHESTER

.PLYMOUTH

PENZANCE· ~

This project idea begins with an open-ended version of the 'Travelling
Salesman' problem. Suppose that the coach firm is based at London, and
that the 7 towns selected are London, Plymouth, Edinburgh, Nottingham,
Liverpool, Cambridge and Norwich.

The network which results is shown below.

Plymouth.

Norwich
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SOME SAMPLE IDEAS

No general algorithm for finding the minimum distance around such networks
is known, apart from enumerating all the possible routes. (In this case,

however, this is not too difficult.) If there are n towns, there are at most (n-1 )!
2

possible routes, and for even moderate values of n this number of possibilities
is too large to handle on the most powerful computers*.

The remaining activities may be made as realistic as the student wishes.
Additional data, such as the fuel consumption of a coach, may either be
estimated or researched via a few letters or telephone calls. The final report
may prove suitable for assessment as GCSE coursework.

Shopping

You arrive by bus in the centre of a nearby town at 10 o'clock and have to catch a bus from the bus station at
11.30.

You've noted down what you want to do in the time.

~ pcWaf~
~~~vtttk~

~~bouk(p~r
~ - ~ b~ 1Cm0YV'QW")

e.tn.el pent. t.t

~et W\.<1l"e ~ fvorn ~

5~ - (~~ot £2D ~)

fYVld 0~ 01. b.J-O ~

oJ: \ L 30

5!e1~

~ek. W"V'OfP~ Ff'ex ~ co..Nt!.

Plan the best route and timetable you can, to carry out these tasks. Make sure you allow reasonable time for
walking from place to place as well as for shopping.

Your students will need a scale map of a real or fictitious town centre, showing
a variety of shops and other locations.

You will be able to devise a range of problems of a similar sort, using the same
map.

Your students may also enjoy making up such problems and giving them to
each other to solve.

* (Students may like to compete against a computer in finding the shortest route around 10
towns of their choice, using the program SALESMAN. See, Teaching with a Micro, Maths 1, Shell
Centre for Mathematical Education, University of Nottingham 1984. ISBN 0906 126223.)
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DEVELOPING THE MATHEMATICS

Critical path analysis

Six teenagers are planning a weekend trip, starting on May 30th, to a youth centre for their youth club. They
have made the following list of essential jobs, together with approximate times, within which each job should be
done.

Job Time allowed

® Telephone a few coach firms, get quotes, choose the best and confirm the booking 14 days
in writing. Wait for and receive a reply.

® Plan the menus. 5 days

© Work out a detailed timetable for the weekend and write out dormitory lists, washing 7 days
up rot as and so on.

@ Discuss the idea of the weekend with the youth club members and get a rough idea 8 days
of the number interested in going.

® Go and visit the Centre to check on the facilities (for activities, cooking, sleeping etc) 10 days
that are offered.

® Plan the various activities that will take place and collect together all the necessary 14 days
items of equipment.

@ Make a provisional booking for the Centre, pay a deposit and receive confirmation. 20 days

® Notify the Centre of the final numbers that are going. 1 day

CD Type out an information leaflet about the weekend (including dates, times, travel 14 days
details, costs, planned activities and a description of the place). Issue the leaflet to
the youth club members, collect replies and the money.

Q) Go on the trip and pay all outstanding bills. 3 days

® Buy food. 2 days

Draw a network to show a logical order for doing these jobs. (Remember that some of the jobs can be done at
the same time by different people.) Find out the minimum time that will be needed for doing all the jobs, and the
latest day by which each job must be finished.
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Although we have given this problem the rather daunting title of 'Critical path
analysis' it should not be assumed that students need a formal knowledge of
this subject before they can attempt to solve the problem. Each job could be
written as a card and the cards rearranged physically, thus enabling an
interesting and worthwhile group discussion to take place. A possible solution
is shown below.

®
Plan ®

activities •..
Buy food•.. and

....
2 dayscollect

equipment
14 days

® CD © "Type out Plan
Visit •.. leaflet, detailed Q)

•.... Centre
.. -. •.... collect timetable .. Goon

10 days •... replies and write trip•..
and money lists and

14 days 7 days pay

@ ~~ bills.
3 days

Discuss
® .n

the idea
8 days •... Plan•...

menus
5 days

® ®
@

Notify
Make

Telephone
centre•...

provisional
•... •.... of final... ...

and book coach
•..

booking 14 days
numbers

20 days 1 day

The minimum time for completing the jobs is thus 66 days. Working backwards
along the network, each job may now be given a date by which it must be
completed.

The above technique has many applications in industry and commerce.
Students may enjoy the challenge of using similar techniques to plan one of
the following projects.

• Moving house.

• Putting on the school play.

• Building a house (or a doll's house).

• Cooking Sunday Lunch.

• Decorating a room.

(For further discussion of critical path analysis see, for example, 'Decision
Mathematics' by the Spode Group, Oxford International Assessment Services
Ltd and Ellis Horwood Ltd 1986 ISBN 0-7458-0078-5.)
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Maps

On a map you can usually tell how far away a place is, and in which direction you should travel to get there, but
you cannot tell how long your journey will take nor how much it will cost. Here isone method for drawing a 'train
times map' measured from your town.

• Using an atlas trace the positions of your town and some major cities and coastal towns onto a sheet of
paper.

• From a timetable, find out the shortest time it will take you to get from home to each of these places.

• Using a suitable scale (e.g. 2 cm represents 1 hour) 'move' the towns and cities directly towards or away
from your town (keeping the same bearing), until their positions correspond to the journey times.

• Sketch in a 'coastline' of Britain through the new positions of your coastal towns.

• Add as many further details to your map as you feel necessary.

Compare your map with a similar one showing train fares. Which routes are the best value for money?

This activity produces a topological distortion, like the one drawn below, which illustrates travel times from London.

Normal 'Distance' map

'Times from London' map
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Number Place Time Number Place Time

1 Berwick-upon- Tweed 4h 3m 20 Plymouth 3h
2 Newcastle-upon- Tyne 3h 10m 21 Penzance 4h 52m
3 Hartlepool 3h 26m 22 Barnstaple 3h 3m
4 Scarborough 3h 32m 23 Weston-Super-Mare 2h
5 Grimsby 2h 53m 24 Gloucester 1h 33m
6 Skegness 3h 25m 25 Cardiff 2h
7 Kings Lynn 2h 5m 26 Swansea 2h 40m
8 Cromer 3h 2m 27 Pembroke 4h 41m
9 Great Yarmouth 2h 40m 28 Aberystwyth 5h 5m

10 Clacton 1h 30m 29 Pwllheli 6h 30m
11 Southend Oh 55m 30 Holyhead 4h 40m
12 Margate 1h 37m 31 Colwyn Bay 3h 40m
13 Dover 1h 23m 32 Chester 2h 40m
14 Hastings 1h 30m 33 Liverpool 2h 41m
15 Brighton 1h 10m 34 Blackpool 3h 32m
16 Portsmouth 1h 30m 35 Morecambe 3h 36m
17 Southampton 1h 3m 36 Barrow 4h 44m
18 Bournemouth 1h 38m 37 Carlisle 4h
19 Torquay 2h 58m

Students may like to draw similar time maps for bus or undergound train networks for their own localities.
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Optimisation

Where do you locate your headquarters?
A new national organisation concerned with life in the countryside was recently faced with the problem of
where to locate its headquarters. Staff would be required to travel to branches throughout England and to
return, if possible, on the same day either by car or train. Branch representatives would need to be able to
travel, usually by train to the headquarters for meetings, also returning home on the same day.

An analysis of train times was carried out for a selection of possible locations (see below) .

• Investigate the suitability of each different location, using further data as well as that given .

• Try to select the two best locations, giving reasons for your choices.

You may find maps and mileage charts provided by the AA or RAC of use. A reasonable assumption for speeds
is that cars can travel at an average speed (including stops) of 60mph on motorways and 40mph on other roads.

Branch locations

~ London Birmingham Newcastle Carlisle Norwich Southampton Plymouth

III a d f t a d f t a d f t a d f t a d f t a d f t a d f tQj•..~
CO

Cheltenham~ 0830 2100 13 2'/4 0800 2230 12 1 1200 1900 9 4 1200 1800 6 6 1200 1800 6 6 1000 1830 8 3 1000 1930 8 3
C"

"'0
CO Rugbycv 0800 2130 23 1 0630 2300 20 % 1130 1700 7 4'12 1100 1730 6 5'12 1030 1800 8 5 0830 2100 12 2'/2 1230 1900 10 5'12~-0 Stafford 23 28 3/4 1130 1800 0900 2000 10 3
C 0930 2030 1 0700 2130 12 5 1030 1700 7 4% 1030 1830 12 4 1130 1800 6 4314

0
'.j:i

Leicesterco 0830 2200 30 1 '/4 0700 2200 14 1'12 1030 1830 7 3314 1030 1830 8 4 0930 1930 7 3 1030 1930 10 3'12 1230 1730 6 5'/4
V

.2
cv Peterborough 0630 2230 32 1 0800 2030 11 2'/4 0800 2100 20 2'12 1230 1900 8 4'/2 0800 2100 9 2 0930 1900 20 3 1130 1830 8 5'/2:c

I'iii
III Derby 814'120 0930 2130 19 1% 0730 2100 20 % 0930 1930 9 3 1100 1800 8 5 1100 1800 7 3'12 1100 1830 10 4 1130 1730
Q.

a earliest arrival time (approx)
d latest departure time to return to base by midnight (approx)
f number of trains per day in each direction
t average journey time in hours

(These figures were obtained from a 1986
British Rail timetable)

At the time of writing, the organisation (ACRE) has yet to decide on the
permanent location for its headquarters, but appears to have rejected Peter-
borough (which might seem to be a good choice) for somewhere between
Cheltenham and Swindon. The actual analysis involved the consideration of 9
further locations in addition to the 6 shown here.

There were many other factors not directly concerned with travel which had to
be taken into account. For instance, the personal preferences of key staff, the
existence of suitable property for rental and other housing considerations.

Maybe this illustrates that mathematical analysis often serves to clarify
issues, but that ultimate decisions may depend on human non-mathematical
considerations. However the analysis certainly helped to indicate where not
to locate the headquarters. Possible areas such as Salisbury, Sheffield,
Lincoln and Preston were all rejected in the early stages.
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The role of assessment

Introduction

Why assess?
You may wish to assess your students' work for a
variety of reasons. The style of assessment you use
should reflect the purpose it has to fulfil. For example,
you may be using the module in the context of
an assessment scheme (e.g. the JMB Certificate of
Numeracy through Problem Solving, GCSE course-
work or Records of Achievement), or you may simply
want to assess school work, to enable you and your
students to recognise their progress.

The purpose will affect the aspects of your students'
work that you decide to assess. These include (with
examples)

• strategic skills (the ability to plan and organise)
• technical skills (the ability to read timetables

accurately)
• social skills (the ability to take account of other

peoples' viewpoints).

Each of these poses a distinct assessment challenge.

In this chapter, we will focus on ways of assessing and
recording

• a student's work within a group setting
• the strategic and technical skills deployed, as re-

ferred to in the Introduction (pages T5 and T6).

We include illustrations of students' work based on the
assessment tasks which are associated with each of
the four module stages. In addition, we offer examples
of two 'examination papers' for students of different
ability levels. These papers may be used to help assess
your students' retention of skills and their ability to
transfer them to unfamiliar situations within the same
context. In designing these assessment tasks we have
sought to ensure their curriculum validity; Le. that each
task should also represent a valuable learning activity.

Assessinga student's work within a group
setting
The theme of the module encourages group work,
developing each student's ability to discuss, listen and
cooperate with his or her colleagues. Such group work
will often result in better planning than individual students
could produce in isolation. Your observation of the
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groups at work will enable you to note some of the
social skills which a student displays. Such skills include

• persistence and attention to detail
• the ability to coordinate the work of the group

• initiative
• the ability to work well in a team
• the ability to communicate.

These skills are valuable and worth recording whenever
you are aware that they are being displayed by a
student. It is difficult, however, to assess students
reliably in this context because their performances are
likely to be affected by the nature of the input from other
group members, and by how well individuals can co-
operate. A student may take an active role in one group,
but be overshadowed by a dominant personality in
another. Merely observing the work of the group as a
whole may not give a clear picture of an individual's
contribution, acquisition of skills, or understanding of
the work of the group.

Thus, you may also wish to carry out some form of
individual assessment. Four possible methods are:

• One-to-one discussion with an individual student,
possibly using a checklist of some kind.

This method is time-consuming, particularly with
larger classes, and it is difficult to carry out an
interview if you are simultaneously trying to supervise
the rest of the class.

• Observation of individual students by the teacher.

When groups are working cooperatively, group
members tend to adopt complementary roles. This
means that you are unlikely to see every student
carrying out every task. This becomes more pro-
nounced when class tasks are shared out amongst
groups.

• Students completing a number of specific individual
written assessment tasks at stages during the work
which reflect their recent group activities.

This has the disadvantages that some skills cannot
be assessed in this way, and some students have
difficulty in expressing themselves fully in writing,
leading to responses which fail to reflect their true
abilities.

• Students carrying out self-assessments, which
describe those aspects of the group work where



they have made particular contributions. Such self-
assessments may consist of written notes or the
completion of a simple checklist.

A combination of these methods is likely to provide an
optimum approach to assessment. Some written tasks
may be used with follow-up interviews being carried
out to clarify incomplete or confusing responses from
individuals. Observation and self-assessment will
provide further complementary information. With a
class of very low attainers, where the numbers are often
small, you may prefer to assess by using mainly oral
methods.

Assessing with reference to criteria
The criteria listed below are restatements of the general
strategic skills in the context of this module, and have
been referred to throughout the classroom materials.
Students are given the opportunity to show that they
can, in the context of planning a trip,

(i) evaluate a plan and identify faults in it (including
expenditure of money and time),

(ii) generate lists of alternatives,
(iii) devise a satisfactory rough plan (including sensible

costings and time schedules),
(iv) use and describe a decision making process,

obtain and interpret information from
(v) a telephone directory,
(vi) aural and written timetables,
(vii) a street map,

(viii) a route map,
(ix) identify omissions in given information,
(x) place given jobs in a logical order,
(xi) complete a clear and comprehensive final plan,

(xii) take an active part in the planning process,
(xiii) evaluate the plan which has been implemented.

Such criteria assist in providing a useful profile of
relative strengths and weaknesses. However, to say
that a student has satisfied a criterion, such as 'can
evaluate a plan and identify faults in it', has little absolute
meaning without specifying

• the context. Evaluating a plan for a trip is very
different from evaluating a plan for the building of a
house.

• the complexity within the context. Planning a trip
round the world is far more complex than planning a
trip into a local town.

• the frequency of success. Has the student satisfied
the criterion on many occasions or only once? What
proportion of attempts resulted in success?

INTRODUCTION

• the amount of help given. How much help did the
student receive from the teacher or other group
members in understanding and completing the task?

• the occasion. When did the student attempt the
task? How recently had the student experienced a
similar situation?

• the distance of transfer. How closely did the task
match the student's previous experience?

• the mode of response. How did the student respond
to the task - in writing or orally?

Thus, if you are basing an assessment on work under-
taken on this module alone, you will need to qualify any
statement about a student's performance with some
additional remarks like 'these abilities have been
demonstrated while the student took part in planning a
class trip to a local destination'.

If however students work through a range of extended
activities, perhaps corresponding to the range of
modules in this series, they are likely to develop the
ability to demonstrate similar strategic skills in a variety
of different contexts. This will then enable you to make
more general statements about a student's ability to
satisfy particular criteria.

Recording students' achievements
You may find it helpful to record your students' suc-
cesses on a grid like the one shown on page 75. The
criteria associated with this particular module have
been listed across the top, and there are spaces for
students' names to be filled in down the side.

There are many ways of filling in the cells in this grid.
You may wish to record only that a student has satisfied
or 'passed' a criterion, or you may wish to qualify this by
recording, for example, the amount of help that was
given and the frequency of success. Thus,

P may mean 'pass with no help'
Ph may mean 'pass with a little help'
PH may mean a 'pass with a lot of help'
PP may mean that a student has 'passed' the criterion

on more than one occasion.

You may also wish to record whether a criterion was
satisfied by a written or by oral response. Note that
these may be assessed either by individual tasks or
during the normal class work. If a student has not yet
shown that he or she can satisfy a criterion, we suggest
that the cell should be left blank, and the student be
given a further opportunity at a later date so that only
positive achievement is recorded.

An alternative would be to use a numerical grading
system on a 3- or 5-point scale. But there is always a
temptation to add such numbers so that a single score
is obtained for each student. Although such a result is
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THE ROLE OF ASSESSMENT

convenient, it is meaningless and misses the whole
point of criterion-referenced assessment.

You may wish to extend your record sheet to allow
space for comments concerning the social skills that
your students have displayed, together with any parti-
cularly noteworthy achievements.

Assessing technical skills
It is relatively easy to test specific technical skills by
assessment tasks which are context-free or set in a
context contrived to give an air of realism. However,
technical skills only become of value in problem solving
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when they can be deployed readily in the solution of the
problem. This requires a student to choose an appro-
priate technical skill which he or she is confident in
using. Thus the technical skill is a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

For these reasons, we feel that if technical skills are to
be assessed, this should be done in real problem
solving contexts. You will find examples of this through-
out the sample assessment scheme. For instance, the
Stage 1 assessment task requires students to perform
calculations with money and time within a situation with
which they are already familiar.
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Using the assessment tasks
We will now look at a selection of the assessment tasks in more detail. With
each task we include

• the related assessment criteria
• examples of students' work to illustrate the type of response which might

satisfy particular criteria
• suggestions on recording achievement, using the approach already de-

scribed.

These 'satisfactory' responses indicate what we believe is achievable by a
substantial majority of 13-16 year old students. You may wish to vary this
standard, however, depending on the ability level of your students and the
particular assessment approach you are adopting.

The tasks included here are:

'Ideas leaflet'
'The vote'
'Asking for permission'
'Sorting out jobs'

Stage 2, Assessment task 2
Stage 2, Assessment task 3
Stage 3, Assessment task 5
Stage 3, Assessment task 6

Stage 2 Assessment task 2
'Ideas leaflet'

Required response
The 'Ideas leaflets' should give sufficient information for the class to make a
decision. It should include

• the exact destination
• a description of possible activities
• some awareness of possible modes of transport and their feasibility in

terms of time

• itemised, realistic costs
• a complete timetable showing realistic estimates and consistent with the

rest of the information on the leaflet.

As the task is designed to show how well individuals have understood the
work of the group, you should also take into account your observations of
students' individual contributions.

Trevor and Susan, for example, are members of the same group. Susan's
'Ideas leaflet' shows that she has thought through the trip carefully and has
made reasonable estimates about money and time, so she satisfies the
criterion. Trevor, on the other hand, has failed to convey an adequately
detailed description of what can be done in London, a sufficient number of
travel details, or a realistic, itemised costing. The timetable is adequate,
though brief. It may be that Trevor took a satisfactory part in the work of the
group but has problems expressing himself in writing, in which case he needs
to talk through the trip and write down the ideas as he says them.

Related criterion:
(iii) A student can devise a satisfactory rough plan including sensible cost-

ings and time schedules.
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STAGE 2 ASSESSMENT TASK 3

The vote
Six people are planning a trip. Six different places have been suggested.

a) The ice rink d) A castle
b) Zoo e) Snooker hall
c) Bowling alley f) Swimming pool

In order to choose between these places, they decide to vote.

Each person is given a list, and they write down their preferences.

This is what they write:

5anjaj

a) Ice Rink 6th choice
b) Zoo I.t c.hoice
c) Bowling 3.J choice.
d) Castle 2..nd choice
e) Snooker 4 ~ c.hoic:c
f) Swimming 5th choice.

MlJ<.e

a) Ice Rink 4u. ~
b) ZOO G~ ~
c) Bowling 5~ ~
d) Castle ~wa ~
e) Snooker h\ ~
f) Swimming 2...,J. ~

a) Ice Rink 1ST C~
b) Zoo 2nJ C~
c) Bowling 5 ....~
d) Castle 4 r'- c~
e) Snooker ?:;>r::l C~
f) Swimming 6r~c~

a) Ice Rink 6th. c~
b) Zoo ~~ ~
c) Bowling 2.N! choi.c.L
d) Castle I:;~~
e) Snooker 4~ ~
f) Swimming 5"'" ~

CLa,we

a) Ice Rink 6ft-. ch.oi.u...
b) Zoo 5h... ch~
c) Bowling ISf c~
d) Castle 2r.cJ c~
e) Snooker 4ft, ch...au-e
f) Swimming 31'1:1 ~

a) Ice Rink 6h-. ~
b) Zoo 5~ ~
c) Bowling 4t<- ~
d) Castle 2~ ~
e) Snooker.3..J ~
f) Swimming I ~t- ~
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Which place would be the best choice for their trip?

Explain how you get your answer:
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Wayne

USING THE ASSESSMENT TASKS

Stage 2 Assessment task 3
Related criterion:

(iv) A student can use and describe a decision making process.

Required response
The best choice for the trip is the castle. This answer can be arrived at through
a variety of different decision-making methods. For example

• adding the rankings gives (a) 29, (b) 22, (c) 20, (d) 14, (e) 19, (f) 22
• rejecting any option which is someone's 5th or 6th preference leads to (d)

or (e), and of those (d) is clearly the better choice

• counting the number of 1st and 2nd preferences for each destination leads
directly to (d).

If a different answer is reached, through a clearly described sensible process,
the student also satisfies the criterion.

Which place would be the best choice for their trip? ~

Explain how you get your answer:

Add. U.f> ~et chm.u... .,.. ~ ~.eK" .~

K,,%Nv>t. ~ ~\0~

--... "'-" - -

Wayne has used the first method correctly,
although the explanation is poor. He has
satisfied the criterion.

a) The ice rink 2.Q,
b) Zoo 2"'2.
c) Bowling alley ~O

Claire

d) A castle \ 4-
e) Snooker hall \ ~
f) Swimming pool 1...1-

Which place would be the best choice for their trip? eo...sJcl.e.--

Explain how you get your answer:

~se.. '0c. ~ ~ '0 e.s..:C ~~ \>...6'c- ~
~ perpuJGK 'lS Co.S~le 'o.o..ca \ AS-€- ~ \.-V o...-S

~L \(UJOUr\te

Shazida

Which place would be the best choice for their trip? CCl~t\e.

Explain how you get your answer:

9\.ue eve."jCMe 3 \Jot:e.S
iCe. nnR \\ \ cQ.~\:.\e \\ \ \ \
300 \\\ St'\ooR,2r-- \\\

bow \\ Y\~ \\ \ 5\.V\.mM\rs \\ \

Claire has not explained her method. She
should be asked to explain how she reached
her answer in order to satisfy the criterion.

Shazida has used a different method, giving
each person's first three choices equal
weighing. The method is clear so her
response satisfies the criterion.
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STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 5

Asking for permission
Imagine that your class is going on a trip to your local swimming baths next Tuesday morning.
One person has volunteered to write a letter to parents, asking for permission:

\f ----- co.k\. ~ I p~ ua lha, box.

-----------------------------------------------R.e~ ~ (\e.o.r off ~ ~ to ~ch.<ral)

\ ~~ \.hak ~/~}'(VJ., ~~.

Make a list of all the important details that have been missed out of the letter.

Page 7
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Stage 3 Assessment task 5
Related criterion:
(ix) a student can identify omissions in given information.

Required response
Important details that have been missed out include

- money required - member of staff responsible
- date of visit - what people should bring
- time of departure - space for signature on reply slip

- time of return - student's name on reply slip

It is reasonable to expect that at least five points are mentioned, one of these
being the date.

In the examples of work shown below, Philip is the only student who has not
satisfied the criterion. Trudi has included the necessary details in her letter,
showing an ability beyond that required by the task.

Andrew Nina

,he, DA~
Who ~ 1"A~T~

~ ',Me» O~ ~C)"ilTune OeVo Ar'MLJ~
IF :t:T ~ ~

~~~~~

Philip

Whul-- blVv.-Q J~ l,4.t~ ~ek- e>FF I

\--\c>W If\Avc.-k Lv~\\ It- C(JS~I
w~v.A-. h-Y\AQ do Vv~ 9~ b ~(.\y
vW d" Wtl., n~~J ClS S~~,;IJ.~S

Trudi

l\:)aN\~ ~. C~\\ 6- .

~~'5'I'I~'
Dc:><.~

wh~e-i) ~~~--... \~ OJe 9~. t-c>
o 0 ~ roe=cA a.h'"1 &_lS ki.-v-
~ot..) ~ o.-re CfeA'~ ~~
k~t- h~f +-~tZ.'i ~\L l 1eD..-...JQ.. ~L
W hal....~ ~ LA..) \ II r-e "'-.J'I') 11or--tf. -

~hQ.r Ir-- ch~.
How ~9 ~\.\ \.~ ~ ~e:\1(
I G b~~ nG:2ec:l.. c::X'-i pc-o¥ L'-'V'Jch-

~ r-mtnt")
~ o..re qO~f\q on (). {rt'p h, A Irrlnq~oJf\ SLuimn')'It"}

~ns on -ru6dn.~ 20th ru~y·1he hetX! ffidSter Ms ql\,('n us permISS;ot!.

1f= - .. - - Ca." op plenSe lid( ~he box. Lfour ch~'C U,)\~L

(\ee~ 0.1.- lEnst ooe pootd flrt~ fo-r €}1trllf'ce fees CV\d bUs idres
plus his/her OlUt\ fc06.. We, W\\l {ea.\lfar- 12.'00 lDe. ~lltaJlUe
nOfl\e at- 4-·15".
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STAGE 3 ASSESSMENT TASK 6

Sorting out jobs

You will need a set of 8 leisure centre job cards.

A class have chosen to go to a Leisure Centre for the morning.
Some want to go swimming, while others want to play table tennis, squash, badminton or snooker.
There are 3 leisure centres within a bus ride from their school.

They have written all the jobs that need to be done on cards.

Job H

Work out how much money each r lell th J
will need to take. and (j, e Class G -

ec/(j, What
e which I ~POI ,8 ar,

elSUre C e aI/a/lab
entre t Ie

090 to.

• Try to sort your job cards into order of priority.
(Which job needs to be done first? second? third? and so on.)

• When you have done this, write down the jobs in order in the boxes below.
(The first one has been done for you.)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

! ! ! ! ! 111
L~ D D D [J l~ [J ~J
L This means that job B must be done first.

Page 8
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Azram

USING THE ASSESSMENT TASKS

Stage 3 Assessment task 6
Related criterion:

(x) A student can place given jobs in a logical order.

Required response

Several orders for the jobs are possible, but there are some sequences which
must be preserved.

. B F H 0 A
• Job F must come before Job E. ~ : r
• Job F before job H before job 0 before Job A. ~ _

• Job G before job E before job C before job D. GEe

Other sequences are debatable, for instance whether job F should come
before job G or not.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

Azram's order is well thought out so he satisfies the criterion.

Azim

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1~00~0~~~
Azim has got the 'G E C' sequence wrong, so he should be given the
opportunity to think through the task again.

Lisa

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

Lisa's sequence is unworkable and it is likely that she would benefit from
further work in order to be able to satisfy the criterion.
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Written examination papers
The two examination papers which follow may serve as a useful resource in
assessing a student's ability to retain and transfer the skills to fresh situations
in the same context.

Paper 1 is intended for nearly all students.
Paper 2 is intended for approximately the top 30% of students.

PAPER 1

A day out in Derbyshire
You will need the information sheets M37, M38, M39 and M40.

Alison and two of her friends live in Loughborough. They have planned a cycling trip around
Derbyshire for Saturday 25 October. Alison's mum has offered to go with them if necessary, since all
three girls are only 15 years of age.
Unfortunately, the girls have made many mistakes and forgotten several things in their planning!

1. Read through their plan and the Information sheets carefully. Whenever you find a mistake, or
realise that something has been forgotten, write it down and say how they should change their
plan.

The girlsl plan

Meet at Loughborough station at 7.23 a.m. Buy tickets and then catch the train to
Derby. This arrives at 7.51 a.m.

AtDerby, catchthe8.20a.m. traintoCromford.
This arrives at 8.41 a.m.

Here are the instructions for getting to the Cycle Hire Centre:

"Turn lef t as you come ou t of Cromford s ta t ion, walk along by the river, cross over
Cromford bridge and walk down Mill road. Cross over the A6, and walk through
Cromford. Keep going for about half a mile up Cromford hill and you should see
Oakerthorpe road on your left. Walk up this ali t tle way and you'll see the car
park and picnic site where they hi re out the bikes. "
Arrive at the cyc le hi re centre jus t before it opens at 9.30 a. m. Each person only
needs £2 to hire a bike for the whole day.

Cycle along the High Peak Trai 1, unt i 1 it meets the A515. Then go through Monyash
and along the B5055 into Bakewell- a total distance of about 15 miles. We'll
allow 3 hours for the ride, so we should arrive in Bakewell by about 12.30 p. m.

Spend about an hour in Bakewell, have a look round the shops, buy and eat our
lunch.
At 1.30 p.m. leave Bakewell and cycle over to Chatsworth House, where we'll
spend 2 hours looking around the House, Garden and Adventure playground.

At 4.00 p.m. leave Chatsworth and cycle down the B6012 and the A6, arriving at
Matlock at about 4.30 p.m. , where we r 11 look around the shops until 6.00 p.m.

Ride the couple of miles back to Cromford, and catch the train that leaves at 19
minutes past 6.

The train arrives at Derby at a quarter to 7 . Wai t around for the 7 . 58 p. m. train to
Loughborough. This arrives at 8.14 p.m.

2. Alison and her friends eventually sort out their mistakes. Alison starts to make a list showing
everything she must bring.
Copy and complete her list. (Make sensible guesses at figures you don't know.)

(~)
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WRITTEN EXAMINATION PAPERS

PAPER 1 INFORMATION SHEET

* I

Train Service information
Mondaya 10 Frldaya Saturdays

6 A
If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il
0 .a 0 .a .a .a .a .a .a .a• '"London 51 Pancras 1725 17 l5 1815 1821 1905 1945 2040 21 05 21 40 2l 20 00 05 O. 50 0700 0745 0805 0910 09 25 1015

Loughborough 1930 1950 2122 22 I) 2234 2l 19 01 II 0236 0721 0842 09 39 II 02 1144
Notl,ngham 1907 2000 2056 21 41 22 30 2l 39 01 30 0255 0901 09 59 1122 1203
Derby 1959 2016 2211 2307 22 59 00 06 01 57 03 )J 07 51 09)J II 02

Salurdaya

If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il If1il
.a .a .a .a .a .a .a .a .a .a .a .a .a

Derby II 25 1159 1325 1425 1540 1501 1640 17 58 1910 2021 21 J2
Notllngham 1030 II 50 12 SO IJ 50 1450 1550 1705 18 l5 2027
Loughborouqh 1044 1144 1304 1444 1504 1604 1814 1849 1926 2044 2149
London 51 Pancras a 1230 1329 1334 1445 15 15 1549 1630 1636 17 )0 1746 18 )J 1857 1951 20 )7 2108 22 12 22 30 2348

Saturdays

A

Slnlln Central •..•.........•.•.•..•••••..••..d
Sinfin North §.................................d
Peartree ....•.............•........•..•........... d
Derby .................•.....•..•..••.•.•.•..•...... a

London St. Pancras ........ 9 53 d 0745 0910 Il35b 1235b 1515b 1630b 2105
Nottingham ....••.••.•.•..•.••••......80 d 0731 0844 1033 1153 1354 1453 1650 1800 2138

Derby •.•.•.•.••.•.•.•••.••.•.•....•.•...••...•....d 0630 0820 0947 1115 1235 1422 1523 1724 1832 2032 2312
DuHield ...••.........•.....•.••.•.••••.•.•.•..••.•d 0637 0827 0954 1122 1242 1429 1530 1731 1839 2039 2319
Selper .•.•.•.•..•........•...•••.•••••••••...•.••..d 0641 0831 0958 1126 1246 1433 1534 1735 1843 2043 2323
Ambergate .....•.......•...•...••••..•...•..•.•.d 0647 0837 1004 1132 1252 1439 1540 1741 1849 2049 2329
Whatstandwell ......•..•....•••.•.•.•........ d 0651 0841 1008 1136 1256 1443 1544 1745 1853 2053 2333
Cromford ..•......••.•..••.•••••••....•.•••...•..d 0656 0846 1013 1141 1101 1448 1549 1750 1858 2058 2338
Matlock Bath •..•..••••.•.•.•.••••••••••••.•.•d 0658 0848 1015 1143 1103 1450 1551 1752 1900 2100 2340
Matlock •••..••.•..•.••...........•.........•....•a 0701 0851 1018 1146 1309 1453 1554 1755 1903 2103 2343

Saturdays

Matlock •••.•.•.•••.••••.•..........•••.••..•.••.•d 0708 0855 1025 1200 illS 1458 1600 1815 1908 2115 2348
Matlock Bath •..•••....••.••.•.•.•••....••••••d 0710 0857 1017 1202 1317 1500 1602 1817 1910 2117 2350
Cromford •••..•...•....•.•...••......•••.•...••.•d 0712 0859 1029 1204 1319 1502 1604 1819 1912 2119 2352
Whatstandwell ••..•••••••••••••....•••...•.••d 0717 0904 1034 1209 1324 1507 1609 1824 1917 2124 2357
Ambergate .....•....•.•.••.••••••••••...........d 0002 0722 0909 1039 1214 1329 1512 1614 1829 1922 2129 0002
Selper ....•......••.....•...•...••..••••.•••••.•.•.d 0007 0727 0914 1044 1219 1334 1517 1619 1834 1927 2134 0007
DuHield .•••....•...••..•..•.••••••••••••....••..•.d 0011 0731 0918 1048 1223 1338 1521 1623 1838 1931 2138 0011
Derby •..•••••••••.•.••••••...•.••.••.•.•.•..•....••8 0018 0738 0925 1056 1230 1345 1531 1630 1845 1938 2145 0018

Nottingham •..•••••••••.•.•••••..•.•.•80 a 0817 1005 1157 1300 1414 1559 1703 1925 2033 2227
London St. Pancras •.••••.•9 53 a 0509 0945 1141b 1329 1515b 1630b .. 1833b 2108 2212 0537

Derby ..•..•.••.•........•...•••..••.....•....•.•..d
Peartree ••••••.•.•••••.•••.•.••..••••.•..•..•.•..•d
Sin fin North §.................................d
Slnfln Central ..•.•.•••••••.••.••••.••..••...•a

Children
Children aged 5 and under t6 travel at half fare Children aged under 5 years travel free. provided not more than 4 accompany
each fare-paying passenger and they do not occupy seats required lor other fare paYing passengers

Cost of a return adult fare from Loughborough to Cromford - £3.90.

M37
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PAPER 1 INFORMATION SHEET

CHATSWORTH
Derbyshire

CHATSWOKIH
Home tiThe Duke & Duchess ci De-.a1stme

One of England', mO'it beautiful and
be,t-loved hou,e" in a splendid ,etting on
the bank'> of the River Derwent in the
Peak Dimict National Park.

Chatsworth is famou, the world over for
ih unrivalled private art collection, state
apartments, and the Garden with ca,cade
and fountains. The p~e,ent Hou,e was
buill in 1678-1707 for the ht Duke of
Devonshire, with addition, by Wyatville
for the 6th Duke between 1820 and 1830.

A DAY A T CHATSWORTH

A visit to Chatsworth is much more than a visit to one of the
most beautiful houses in Great Britain. There are plenty of
things to see and do to interest all members of the family for a
whole day.

Chatsworth House contains one of the finest collections in
the world of paintings, furniture, tapestries, china, sculpture
and gold and silver plate, collected by fifteen generations of
Cavendishes. Visitors follow, at their own pace a clearly
marked route round the House for which you should allow at
least one hour.

The 105 acre garden is famous for its landscape, fountains
and cascade. It is so big that there is always room to find
peace and quiet. Dogs on leads are welcome.

Children find the Farmyard particularly interesting, especially
the daily milking demonstration. The Adventure Playground,
within the Farmyard, thrills and delights children of all ages.

ADMISSION CHARGES OPENING TIMES

23rd March to Opening times House Garden
26th October, 1986 EVERY DAY 11.30-4.30 11.30-5.00

Visitors are asked to conclude their
visit to the House and Garden one
hour after the above times.

Farmyard and
Adventure
Playground EVERY DAY 10.30-4.30
23rd March to
21 st September

Saturday & Sunday House and Garden open to
30th & 31 st August Country Fair visitors only.

Friday, Saturday & House and Garden open to Horse
Sunday, 3rd, 4th & Trial visitors only.
5th October

£0.50

£1.50
£0.75

£3.20
£2.50
£1.50
£2.50
£8.00

£2.75
£2.25
£2.25
£1.50

£0.30
£0.15

£1.30
£0.70
£3.50

Pre-booked Parties
Adults
Senior Citizens
Students
School Parties (including accompanying staff)

Fannyard and Adventure Playground
Adults
Children
Family

House and Garden
Adults
Senior Citizens
Children (undtr 16)
Students
Family Ticket

Scots Suite
Adults
Children

Garden only
Adults
Children

CarPark

M40
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WRITTEN EXAMINATION PAPERS

PAPER 2

Trips on the Leeds - Settle - Carlisle railway
You will need to refer to the information sheets M44, M45 and M46 for this task.

Imagine that you were the organiser for two separate day trips due to leave from Keighley on
Saturday 19th September 1987. The two groups set off on the same train, but return separately.
The groups are:

a) The Americans. A group of 12 adults from the USA which is at present touring Britain. The
Americans plan to spend the nights of 18th and 19th September at the White Lion,
Haworth, near Keighley. Some of the group wish to spend the Saturday in Haworth; others
want to go for a day trip to Carlisle. You are to be the guide on the Carlisle trip. (See task A.)

b) The 'Over 70's'. You have promised to organise a day out for a group of them which will
include both train and bus travel. They can't walk far and the cost must be kept down.
(See task B.)

a) The Americans

It is the evening of Friday 18th September, the day before the trips. You go to the White Lion in
Haworth to answer questions from the Americans about their trip to Carlisle.

1. Using the information sheets, write down answers to their questions on a copy of the table
shown below. (Their first three answers have already been given.)

How will we go to Carlisle?

How do we get from Haworth to Keighley?

When does the train leave Keighley station?

When does it get to Carlisle?

We want to be back at the White Lion by 7.30 p.m.
When do we have to leave Carlisle?

How long will we have there?

How much is the train fare?

Roughly how long does each train journey take?

What is there to see in Carlisle?

Tell us some interesting sights to watch
out for from the train.

By train from Keighley
station.

By bus; it only takes
15 minutes or so.

At 9.05 a.m.

Page 1
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PAPER 2

Trips on the Leeds - Settle - Carlisle railway (continued)

a) The Americans (continued)

2. You plan to take the Americans on a sight-seeing walk around Carlisle. A map of Carlisle and a
plan for the walk are shown on page 3 (M43). Read through the plan carefully, and, on a copy of
the map, show
a) the route of the walk
b) the likely positions of the underlined landmarks, using the letters given in brackets.

(For example, the Citadel is at 'A'.)

3. Estimate the total length of the walk in metres.

4. Some of the party want to spend 20 minutes in the Lanes Shopping Centre. What is the latest
time that the group should be walking past the Civic Centre, if they are to be sure of catching the
train without hurrying?

5. As you pass the Civic Centre, a lorry driver stops to ask you how to get to the Victoria viaduct.
Write down clear directions for a route for the driver.

b) The 'Over 70's'

You visit the 'Over 70's' club to plan their day out for them. First you find out what
they want ...

'We don't want to spend more than £7.00 each on travel.'
'We'd like to go on the train and on a bus - see some nice
scenery - have a cup of tea somewhere interesting - buy some
souvenirs for folks at home.'
'We don't want to be back too late.'

1. You recommend that they travel by train to Garsdale and then by bus to Sedburgh or Hawes.
You have already found out that the bus fare from Garsdale to Sedburgh costs £1.00 return, and
the fare from Garsdale to Hawes costs £1.10 return.
Give as many details as you can of each of the two alternative trips, so that the club members can
decide which they prefer.

2. They ask you which of the choices in question 1 you think is the best. Say which you would
recommend. Explain why you would recommend it.

3. Assume that they agree with your choice, but would like some further information. Answer their
questions.

• 'How much will the travel cost each of us?'

• 'How long will we have there before we catch the bus back?'

• 'I have a friend in York who wants to come.
How much would the travel cost her?
What is the earliest time she could get back to York?'

Page 2
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WRITTEN EXAMINATION PAPERS

PAPER 2

Plan for the walk.

Post Office

Bus Station

Toilets

Toilets -also sUitable for the disabled

Public Car Parks not operated by
Carlisle City Council

One Way Street

Railway

Pedestrian Underpass

Street DIsc Parking Places

Pedestrian Area / Road with
Restricted Access

Main through routes

After arriving by train, walk past the Citadel (A), then turn left at the crossing, along Victoria
Viaduct. Look for the little street, second right, called West Walls (B). Walk along West Walls a
little, then turn first right along St Cuthbert's Lane, with St Cuthbert's church (C) on the left, just
after Blackfriars Street, and so into the Market Square, with the Market cross (0) facing you.
Turn to the left and you'll see the old Town Hall (E). Walk along Castle Street a little, then left
into the Cathedral grounds, opposite the one-way street. After looking at the cathedral,
continue past the black gates into Abbey Street (F) with the museum at the right.

Leave the museum by the rear exit, then under the archway (G) into Castle Street and through
the subway to the Castle grounds. You can picnic or walk along the River Eden in nearby Bitts
Park (H). Return to the station through the roundabout underpass, passing the Civic Centre on
your left. Turn right opposite the car park, then left, and over the crossroads into Market Street
(I). Turn left and you are soon back in the Market Square.

You can browse around The Lanes shopping centre before returning to the Railway Station.

Page 3
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Skipton - the canal

I~-.,
,,

J..i:
(6-_,,- ..---- EDEN VALLEY: Fine scenic valley dominated by

Cross Fell, highest POint In the Pennines to the east,
and with the Lake District to the west. Well known
for its attractive villages, good pubs, riverside walks,
Great views from the train as it passes through the
Eden gorge between Lazonby and Armathwaite,

Brough
I P APPLEBY-IN-WESTMORLAND: Historic county
BtI'LiNK town in a curve of the River Eden. The broad main
Kirkby street, with many fine buildings and pubs IS the

~Stephen scene of a market every Saturday. At one end is the
fine parish church, at the other a superb Norman
castle, its grounds home to many rare animal breeds.

WENSLEYDALE: The real 'Herriot' country provides
great opportunities for walkers. See the waterfall at
Hardraw Force; visit Hawes for the Upper Dales

Sedbergh Folk Museum in the restored former rail station -
()--......... or just browse round its little shops and galleries -

BUSL~",GARSDAL I and market on Tuesdays. Don't forget the rest of
'-_/" -::>- " Wensleydale - full of attractions'

BUSLINK
DENT ~ Hawes
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The Lanes shopping centre

CARLISLE: 'Border City' and historic bastion against
the Scots. The ancient castle and cathedral are
complemented by a new award winning shopping
centre.

SKIPTON: 'Gateway to the Yorkshire Dales' - a
historic market town and ideal centre for exploring
the Settle-Carlisle railway. A fine castle and church
dominate the broad main street which hosts a daily
market (except Tuesdays.) Slightly hidden away are
fine pubs and interesting canal side walks - and
boat trips.

Dent Village

RIBBLEHEAD: Famous for its massive 24 arch via-
duct which carries the railway northwards towards
Blea Moor - and the longest tunnel on the route.
Overlooked by the famous 'Three Peaks' - centre
for the fascinating limestone landscape. Be ready to
walk - only southbound trains stop here!

SETILE: Near the start of 'The Long Drag' - the
climb of the railway up Ribblesdale. Small lively
town sports a Tuesday market in front of the Town
Hall and below the limestone crag of Castlebergh.
Start here for walks in superb limestone scenery,
including Malham Cove and Gordale Scar.

Reproduced by permission of British Rail Provincial M46
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What do the students and teachers
think?

While preparing this module we obtained the views of students
in a few of the trial classes by tape recording interviews with
small groups.

The following interview took place while a class of 'low ability'
4th year secondary students was working on 8tage 3 of the
module. Four students (81, 2, 3, 4) were interviewed; each
was chosen from a different group in the class. The interviewer
was not the class teacher but a 'friendly, interested but
uninformed observer'.

I: 80 where are you all going?
81: 8kegness.

I: What have you done so far?
81: Made a big list out, seeing what jobs we've got to do;

then we tick which ones we've done so we know if we've
missed out any ... we've got to phone the coaches up.
Then there's the trains.

83: There's a problem. We need to get a train that leaves
early in the morning and one that leaves at a reasonable
time in the afternoon, but yesterday they said the earlier
trains were too late for us, I've go to check that now.

83: The first time we had to phone, I said 'I'm not phoning,
I'm not phoning!' but half way through you get used to it,
kind of thing, so when you leave school and you want to
phone up for a job say, you don't feel so bashful.

82: It gives you more confidence.
81: Yes.

I: Would you think of doing something like this ... planning
a trip yourselves in the holidays.

82: Yes, there's two people in our year planning to go youth
hostelling.

81: But if we went it wouldn't be planned like this. We'd just
go!

I: Is it worth planning, then?
81: Yes because if you don't you're bound to forget some-

thing!
83: It's more organised.

(84 runs into the classroom.)
I: What's happened now?

84: We've just been phoning up coach companies and the
cheapest was £100. We've found one for £90 for a 20-
seater. We've rung round quite a few. 80me are too
expensive. 80me are not there anymore. Gone bust or
something!

I: Would that be worth considering ... the £90 coach?
84: We'll need a calculator!
81: There's two maths groups ... some may come from the

other class ...

Notice the involvement, autonomy, growth in confidence and
the natural way in which mathematical activity is beginning to
arise.

The following unsolicited letter vividly illustrates the tensions
that many teachers feel as they attempt to encourage such
student autonomy through real problem solving.

'I found it very difficul t not to
intervene and di rec t work to begin
with. It took me a while to realise what
I intended as open-ended suggestions
like 'Have you thought of trying
... ?' were simply interpreted by
the students as 'Do this! ' It was
difficult to stand back and allow them
to make mistakes or explore blind
alleys.
I found I had to simply gri t my teeth
and survive the noise, arguments and
apparent chaos of the first few lessons
but gradually we all became much more
relaxed and invol ved in the
activities, and things settled down
considerably.
The students initially complained that
we were not doing' proper maths' but as
they became more involved in the
modules and discovered they enj oyed
doing the work, the complaints became
less frequent. Nowafter four modules I
think they are beginning to see that
in fact they have developed some very
valuable skills through the work and
that it may be of more use to them than
'proper rnaths ' .
Using the Numeracy Proj ect has had a
significant impact upon my
relationship wi th the class. I feel I
know the students much better than I
have ever done in an equivalent class
and tha t in many ways they rela te to me
much more as a friend than as a teacher.
I am sure this is because they have
taken responsibility for their own
learning and have had to make and live
with decisions which have affected the
whole class. I have certainly
discovered talents and personal
qualities in many of them which would
never be revealed in a traditional
maths classroom. Abelow average maths
class has been transformed into a very
impressive and interesting group of
young people - or perhaps they always
were?'

Finally, if you have any views or experiences on your work
with this module, we do hope you will let us kno~
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Checklist for the teacher

Real problem solving demands a different balance of teaching styles and
strategies from the traditional curriculum. Students need to learn how to

• assume more control of, and responsibility, for their work
• share and develop ideas with each other

• give and accept constructive criticism
• turn their own ideas into actions, and to learn from the consequences of

their own decisions.

To effect this change of roles, it is helpful if the teacher can:

96

Frequently
• praise achievement

• encourage groups to think further
and deeper

• ask clarifying questions

• agree targets

• encourage students who lack
confidence.

Occasionally
• make a suggestion if a group is

running out of ideas

• divert a group from a particularly
unhelpful idea

Avoid
• taking over a problem

• making negative comments

• determining whose view is
accepted.

Those seem to be really good ideas.

Can your trip cater for people
who don't like sport?

Can you explain that to me again?
I didn't quite understand.

Do you think you could finish your
rough plan by Monday?

Tell me what you'll say on the
phone ... Good, I'm sure you'll be O.K.

Why don't you visit the
tourist information office after school?

Do you have to spend that much
on transport?

I'll phone the station for you if you like.

You're being much too ambitious.

Sarinda's idea seems to be the best.




